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returning to indochina in comics
Il nous raconta ses trente années passées en Indochine; les temples annamites, les couchers de soleil sur la baie d’Along, les sampans du delta du
Mékong, la jungle tonkinoise, les nuits de Cholon . . . . (Stanislas and Rullier 1990: 10)
[He told us about the thirty years that he had spent in Indochina; the Annamite temples, the sunsets over Ha Long Bay, the sampans on the Mekong
Delta, the Tonkin jungle, the Cholon nights . . . .]

After the loss of an imperial territory, one way of regaining access to it is
vicariously through representation, by redrawing empire and retelling its
myths. It may, for example, be conjured up by a nostalgic colonialist storyteller, as is the case for the reader-viewer and the fictional characters in
Trafic en Indochine [Trafficking in Indochina], in my epigraph above. The
pleasures and perils of representation are now all the reader risks, the cartoonists suggest in their two volumes on l’Indochine, or (French) Indochina,
instead of various colonial-era alternatives presented to the reader, such as
being assassinated by the Viet Minh, receiving a beating from Corsican or
Chinese thugs who control gambling houses and currency trafficking in Saigon, or contracting a venereal disease from a Vietnamese mistress turned
84
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prostitute. However, colonialist and imperialist nostalgia (Rosaldo 1989)
does carry risks: becoming stuck in that past can help perpetuate an unequal
relationship to the former colony and its people—including those now living
in France, often French citizens—as Panivong Norindr suggests, in his study
of Phantasmatic Indochina: French Colonial Ideology in Architecture, Film
and Literature (1996). At least three developments within the comics industry demonstrate a renewed interest in French empire in Indochina.
First there is the republication of colonial-era comics set in Indochina
and considered to be classics. For example, “Colonel X en Extrême-Orient”
was serialized in 1947–49 and republished in book form in the late 1970s
(Marijac and Gloesner 1979). The comic, produced during the French war
in Indochina, is permeated with colonialist ideology and contains many of
the motifs, images and narrative schema found in later works, as I show
below. Similarly, “Bernard Chamblet: En mission au pays jaune,” originally
serialized in 1949, was republished in book form in 1959 and 1976 (Le Rallic 1976; cf. Gaumer and Moliterni 1994: 61).1 Republishing these works
helps reinscribe the colonial affrontier between France and its former colonies in Southeast Asia.
A second factor, and the one most likely to fundamentally change the
representation of French Indochina in the long run, is the appearance of cartoonists of Southeast Asian heritage in France and Belgium, some of whom
have begun to actively contest, modify and displace colonialist ideology and
imagery. When they redraw French empire in Indochina, they often help
produce a counter-memory that works against both colonialist nostalgia
and the ideology of authoritarian post-colonial regimes that took control in
Vietnam and Cambodia, for example. They include three artists of Vietnamese background (Clément Baloup, Marcelino Truong, and Vink) and two
from Cambodia (Séra and Tian).2 Vink (Vinh Khoa) was born in Da Nang
in 1950 and educated at a French lycée [high school] before leaving Vietnam
in 1969 for Belgium, where he eventually became a cartoonist (Gaumer and
Moliterni 1994: 659). Marcelino Truong was born in Manila in 1957 to a
Vietnamese father and a French mother, and grew up in Saïgon and then
mostly in London, eventually settling in Paris, where he passed the agrégation (a French competitive exam for teachers) in English, before becoming
a cartoonist (Condé 1991: back cover; Truong 1999). He returned to Vietnam for the first time in 1991, which influenced his vision of the colonial
past and the nationalist Vietnamese struggle (Truong 1999: 5–6). Clément
Baloup (1978– ), a French cartoonist whose father is Vietnamese, studied
at an Ecole des arts appliqués [School of Applied Arts], next in the bande
dessinée [comics] section of the Ecole des beaux arts [School of Fine Arts]
of Angoulême, and had an internship at the Ecole des beaux arts of Hanoï
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(Baloup 2004).3 Séra was born in June 1961 in Phnom-Penh, Cambodia,
to a Cambodian father and a French mother. After the Khmer Rouge captured the capital city, Séra’s mother and her children fled to France in May
1975, leaving behind Séra’s father, who died at the hands of the Khmer
Rouge. Séra studied art in Paris, eventually returning to visit Cambodia several times, beginning in 1993 (Séra 1995: 112–24; Joly and Poncet 2006;
Séra 2007: 110–25; Séra 2011; Weeks 2011). Tian, almost fourteen years
younger than Séra, was born in Cambodia in April 1975, just after the
Khmer Rouge victory, and moved to France with his parents in 1980. He
too visited Cambodia years later, in 2001 (Tian 2011: 123). Baloup, Séra
and Truong have produced graphic narratives depicting colonial occupation of, and imperialist wars in, their Southeast Asian homelands—Truong
and Baloup about Vietnam, and Séra about Cambodia—just as other ethnic
minority artists have focused on nationalist struggles and French imperialist wars in Algeria (Boudjellal 1998, 1999) or the French Caribbean (Puisy
and Chamoiseau 1981) and Lebanon (Bardet and Klimos 1997). This part
of the work of these artists is clearly indebted to felt affiliations related to
their family backgrounds and hybrid cultural heritage, and to the fraught
history of relations between the French and Southeast Asians: for example, Baloup and Truong include ethnically mixed métis characters in various stories—whether the cartoonist himself, in (auto-)biographical comics
(Baloup 2004, 2006, 2010, 2012); a figure in a comic set in the colonial
past (Truong and Leroi 1991; Baloup and Jiro 2012); or a Viet Kieu interviewee, who left Vietnam and settled in France (Baloup 2006: 41–70; 2010:
43–72). All three have included material in their artwork that either alludes
to (in the case of Séra), or graphically depicts (for Truong and Baloup),
the history of French colonization in the region. In addition, both Séra
and Baloup have published graphic narratives that describe other imperialist occupations of the home countries of their fathers, both the Japanese
occupation of Vietnam during the Second World War (Baloup 2006: 41–58;
2010: 5, 43–60; Baloup and Jiro 2007) and the terrible devastation brought
by the United States to Southeast Asia during the Vietnam War (e.g., Séra
2003: 17–20, 73–74; Baloup 2004: 17; 2006: 10, 23; 2010: 3–7, 14, 26;
2012: 200–2). The willingness of French publishers to print and distribute autobiographical comics, which the translation of Spiegelman’s Maus
helped to inspire, has opened a space for works by French cartoonists of
Southeast Asian heritage who inject an autobiographical element into some
of their otherwise fictional stories. A significant difference between the production of French comics on Indochina and Algeria is the fact that there
were far fewer French settlers in the former than in the latter. There is a
resulting absence of cartoonists who redraw the genealogies of their set-
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tler families and ethnic community, as Denis Mérezette, Jacques Ferrandez,
Evelyne Joyaux-Brédy, Anne Sibran, Joann Sfar and Morvandiau have done
in their comics about colonial Algeria, which are often but not always fictionalized, as I show in Chapters 2 and 4 of this study.4
Publishers’ interest in (semi-)autobiographical comics about Southeast Asia is therefore one example of a third development within the comics industry over the last few decades that has influenced the production
of comics about the region, especially Vietnam and Cambodia: the editorial policies of magazines and comic-book publishers. During the 1980s,
Métal Hurlant Aventure [Heavy Metal Adventure], renamed Métal Aventure, helped reintroduce the theme of l’Indochine into French-language
comics. In October 1984, the magazine—which generally included a heavy
emphasis on comics set in French colonies—published a special issue with
a cover illustration drawn by French cartoonist Yves Chaland and bearing
a title with a dubious pun: Indochine 54: L’empire français riz jaune . . .
[Indochina 54: The French Empire Yellow Rice . . . ] (cf. “rit jaune” [give
a forced laugh]). For the occasion, Jean-Luc Fromental, the editor, gathered together several comics about French colonialism in Indochina, including a story drawn by Truong (Mallet and Truong 1984) and a five-page
text-and-photo essay, “Rue Catinat, Saïgon” (Charpier 1984) that recreates Indochina as an erotic and exotic French place of memory structured
by key elements and images, including prostitution and gambling in Cholon, the Chinatown of Saïgon; the Continental Palace hotel, a French lieu
de mémoire [memorial site] in colonial Saïgon, still in existence today; and
“le trafic des piastres” [trafficking in piastres], i.e., illicit currency speculation and exchange between mainland France and French Indochina (cf.
Ruscio 1992: 127–29). For his article, Charpier contacted and borrowed
photographs from Raymond Cauchetier, described as “formerly in charge
of the Information Agency of the Airforce in Indochina, until 1956.” He
also freely quoted and drew information from: “Lucien Bodard, former war
correspondant in Indochina” (22) and the author of a series of books about
La guerre d’Indochine [The Indochinese War] (1963–67); Charles Meyer, at
that “time a member of the Institut géographique militaire [Military Geographical Institute], now author and script-writer” (23), who published La
vie quotidienne des Français en Indochine, 1860–1910 [Daily Life of the
French in Indochina, 1860–1910] (1985); Charles Baudinat, “who lived for
two years in Saigon, first as a soldier and then as a civilian, today editor-inchief of Le Point”; and Jacques Chancel, “correspondent of Match in Saigon and local radio announcer.”5 Métal Aventure thereby helped to recreate
a collective memory of the colonial period. In Le rendez-vous d’Angkor
[Rendezvous in Angkor], a comic that Fromental scripted and serialized
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in later issues of the magazine, he went on to recyle many references—to
places, people and events—that had been anthologized in “Rue Catinat,
Saïgon.” Some of these elements reappear in La nuit de Saigon [Saigon
Night], by Romain Slocombe (1986), who contributed a story about the
Algerian War to the Indochina issue of Métal Aventure (Fournier and Slocombe 1984). Many related references to l’Indochine figure again in two
volumes about the Indochinese War, by Stanislas Barthélemy and Laurent
Rullier, Trafic en Indochine (1990) and La route de Cao Bang [The Road
to Cao Bang] (1992), which I analyze in detail below. Of course here again,
as with comics about colonial-era Algeria, the comic-book form allows cartoonists to redraw empire by copying and quoting colonial-era imagery
and text, ranging from maps to photos, prose to song, fiction to reportage.
As Ann Miller (2004; 2007: 57–59) has argued, reportage was a typical
colonial genre in French-language comics, such as the Tintin series. Comics
today about Indochina, including the series by Stanislas and Rullier, often
rework that genre in a nostalgic mode.
Other general tendencies in comics publishing that help explain the
renewed interest in comics about Indochina include the appearance of socalled adult comics—although they are often read by adolescents—(influenced by so-called underground comics from the United States) and the
relative relaxing of censorship of sex and politics in French comics in general. This allowed the recycling into comics of erotic-exotic representations
related to Indochina that had appeared during colonial times in prose fiction, painting and photography. Erotic-exotic comics about the colonization
and loss of Indochina appeared in Vécu [Lived], a magazine of historical
fiction from Glénat, a comics publisher based in Grenoble: for example, in
1989 and 1991, Vécu serialized portions of “Mémoires d’un aventurier”
[Memoirs of an Adventurer] by François Dimberton and Dominique Hé,
who eventually produced three books in their series (Pierre de Saint-Fiacre
[1989]; Ariane [1990]; and Opium [1991]; Gaumer and Moliterni [1994:
313]). Dimberton and Hé mix historical episodes from the nineteenth-century French conquest, such as the death of Commandant Rivière (Dimberton and Hé 1989: 27–32), with erotic fantasies and exotic fiction. In 1990,
Vécu published “Une épopée française: Indochine,” by Bucquoy and Sels,
which subsequently appeared in book form (1990). Set near Cao Bang during the Indochinese War, it features a beautiful Vietnamese villager as a
femme fatale who seduces a neophyte French officer and carries out assassinations for the Viet Minh. In 1988, the magazine Circus published “Montagne fleurie” [Flowery Mountain], an erotic story by Belgian cartoonists
Servais and Dewamme, which thematized pedophilia and incest, in a story
about an orphan girl from Indochina who lives in the Belgian city of Bruges.
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These trends within the comics industry were closely connected to developments in other cultural domains and in society at large. The publication
of autobiographically inflected comics by post-colonial ethnic-minority artists coincided with a wave of interest in various forms of minority expression in France, perhaps most significantly the Beur [French North African]
movement and Maghrebi-French fiction, whose roots can be traced to the
anti-colonialist activism of the preceding generation (Hargreaves 1995,
1997). Moreover, this post-colonial autobiographical vein has no doubt
been encouraged by a wider interest in autobiography in France (Lejeune
1985), including in French-language comics (see, for example, 9e art, no.
1, 1996; Mercier 1999; Baetens 2004; Beaty 2007: 138–70; Miller 2007:
61–62, 165–78, 215–41; McKinney 2011c). Cultural critics have analyzed the renewed interest in Indochina that began in the 1980s and manifested itself in literature (e.g., the fiction of Marguerite Duras and Linda
Lê), film and even clothing fashions.6 To this, one should add music, especially the pop group Indochine (cf. Cooper 2001: 203–4). French historians
have played a role in this rediscovery: for example, Benjamin Stora served
as historical advisor for Régis Wargnier’s Indochine (1992), an epic film of
historical fiction;7 and Lax and Giroud relied heavily on Jacques Doyon’s
Les soldats blancs de Ho Chi Minh [The White Soldiers of Ho Chi Minh]
(1973), citing it in both their preface (1990: 4) and within the story itself
(37; see above, Figure 1.5, p. 21). It is certain that the return to Indochina
in French comics was greatly spurred by the release in France of books and
movies on l’Indochine française and the Indochinese War. Truong (1999: 4),
for example, states:
From adolescence, and even earlier, I read everything I could get my hands
on concerning Viêt Nam. I went to see movies. I kept up with the news. I
was eleven or twelve. I discovered the Indochinese War in books by Lartéguy and Bodard. A novel by Schoendoerffer inspired me a lot for a composition. In eighth grade [quatrième], I think. We had to describe a striking
action. I told the story of a fight in the jungle because I had just read La
317e section [The 317th Section].

The return to Indochina in comics was also inspired by American films on
the Vietnam War (Stora 1997), as is apparent in Fromental’s introduction to
the special issue of Métal Aventure (1984: 1):
The war of the French against the shadows from Hanoï was especially
complex, painful and emotional. Almost a fratricidal war.
Then the Americans landed. With their defoliants, their napalm, their
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B-52s, their GI junkies and their huge choppers, they gave the world the
Hollywood remake (that is, spectacular and dumb) of this conflict, which
was atrocious but vibrant with heroic, romantic, or simply human acts.
It didn’t pay off. They got thrown out too. You can forget Coppola. Our
Apocalypse was every bit as good as his.

Fromental paradoxically expresses colonialist nostalgia in anti-imperialist
terms, by: (a) depicting the French war as an epic, almost fratricidal—and
therefore all the more tragic—struggle, as opposed to the subsequent American war as farce; (b) and implicitly positioning the French as victims of
American cultural imperialism, in the form of an invasion of Hollywood
movies about Vietnam, specifically Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse
Now (1979).8 The implication is that French cartoonists must reclaim their
historical and fictional territory—France’s colonial war in Indochina—from
the American artists and culture industry who have colonized it, just as the
United States took over France’s place in Southeast Asia. This posture of
(post-)imperialist rivalry is a classic French move (Marshall 2005: 3). It
also exemplifies an aspect of the colonial affrontier mentioned earlier:9 that
groups borrow “mnemonic technologies and memorial forms” from one
another (Rigney 2005: 24), and more specifically the importance of representations of American colonialism and imperialism for French memorial
constructions of their own colonial history, here with respect to the same
colonized others (the Vietnamese). The colonial affrontier of France may
therefore intersect with ones of other imperialist powers, including the
United States. So one finds French comics that play on rival French and
American imperialisms in Asia: for example, 38ème Parallèle [38th Parallel]
(Biard, Bocquet and Rivière 1988), set in 1952 and drawn in a retro ligne
claire [clear line] drawing style of Hergé and other Belgian and French cartoonists, connects the Korean War with the Indochinese War.
The return to colonial history for dramatic stories, even ones whose protagonists are anti-heroes and apparent losers in the historical sea-change
of decolonization, is linked to the continuing allure of the colonialist epic,
whose relationship to the anti-colonialist epic I analyze below. The quote
from Fromental also exemplifies the erasure that colonialist nostalgia often
produces, despite the claim to excavate a past that has been hidden or
masked by others: France used napalm in Vietnam, during the Indochinese
War, before the massive arrival of American soldiers and the beginning of
America’s Vietnam War (Ruscio 1992: 152). The use of napalm, the bombing of civilians,10 and the torture of Vietnamese prisoners11 were three sorts
of war crimes that French forces carried out in Indochina, before using these
techniques extensively in the Algerian War. And the French army and police
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tortured, murdered and unjustly interned suspects in Indochina before the
Indochinese War began (Viollis 1935; Ruscio 2003), just as they did in
Algeria before 1954 (Vidal-Naquet 1983, 2001; Branche 2001; Liauzu and
Liauzu 2003, Thénault 2012). Some post-independence comics depict the
torture or summary execution of Vietnamese by the French during the Indochinese War. In Les oubliés d’Annam [The Forgotten Ones from Annam]
(Lax and Giroud 1991: 48–49), the point is clearly to denounce French war
crimes. In that work, redrawing empire is an anti-colonial, anti-imperialist
activity that works to renew connections between the French and the Vietnamese people on a more humane and less confrontational basis, thereby
breaching the French-Indochinese affrontier and encouraging free passage
between former colonizers and colonized. In La concubine rouge a métis
soldier in the French army murders civilians and tortures them through
water-boarding (Baloup and Jiro 2012: 41, 44–47). In the torture scene, the
cartoonists slipped into the textual narration, in the recitative, some clichés
about the propensity of “Orientals” to torture, such as one finds in Tintin
au pays des Soviets [Tintin in the Land of the Soviets] (Hergé 1973: 108–9),
and were dismayed when reviewers failed to comment on this racist relic
from the past. In two other works—La nuit de Saïgon (Slocombe 1986: 13)
and Une épopée française: Indochine [A French Epic: Indochina] (Bucquoy
and Sels 1990: 33–34)—the representation of torture is ambiguous, but in a
different, non-ironic way: there, it seems to at least partially serve as a pretext for exhibiting the bound, naked bodies of the colonized (cf. below, p.
180). Since publishing La nuit de Saïgon, Slocombe has gone on to produce
other sado-masochistic representations of Asian women in prose fiction,
film and photography.12
In the rest of the chapter, I examine the representation of Indochina
in (mostly) French comics from several angles, beginning with an analysis of colonial ideology in comics about the war that were serialized as it
unfolded. Although some are skillfully scripted and drawn, including by
recognized masters of the medium (e.g., Albert Uderzo, Etienne Le Rallic,
Marijac and Gloesner), and are therefore technically impressive, they are by
no means dialogical or complex in ideological, historical or artistic terms.
Their inability or refusal to imagine or represent the perspective of the colonial subaltern constitutes a failure of creativity and artistic imagination (cf.
Johnson in Strömberg 2003: 10–14; McKinney 2011b: 32). Instead, they
uncritically supported French colonialism in a manichean fashion at a
moment when it was beginning to crumble. At the same time, other French
men and women did critique and otherwise resist the colonial mainstream
French position. It was therefore possible to imagine and to represent alternatives to colonial domination, including in comics.
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I then turn to recent comics about French Indochina and Southeast
Asia. Although there are fewer post-colonial French comics about colonial Indochina than about colonial Algeria, there is a significant and growing corpus on the subject. In these comics I first analyze general trends in
the French “geographical romance” with Indochina (Norindr 1996: 132),
both colonialist and critical ones. This romance features the feminization
of Indochina, and its recuperation and reconstruction as an exotic locale
with archeological marvels hidden in the jungle, but also sex, drugs and
gambling in brothels and opium dens. Its key figures include the aventurier
[adventurer], colonial and anti-colonial soldiers, the métis/se, the reporter
who investigates colonial history, and the expatriated exile or emigrant and
their descendants. I then focus more specifically on exemplary publications,
which rework many of these same tropes: Le dragon de bambou [The Bamboo Dragon] (Truong and Leroi 1991), Trafic en Indochine and La route
de Cao Bang (Stanislas and Rullier 1990, 1992), Les oubliés d’Annam (Lax
and Giroud 1990, 1991), and finally comics by Clément Baloup and his coauthor, Mathieu Jiro. Here, as throughout this volume—and in my previous book on colonialism in comics (McKinney 2011b)—one of my primary
aims is to determine whether, when, how and to what degree cartoonists
critique colonial ideology and representation. Some artists whose work I
analyze in this chapter do so through a dialogical orchestration of different
perspectives on Indochina: anti-colonial or pro-colonial, mainland French
or settler, indigenous or métis/se, Communist or non-Communist nationalist. Many others continue to redraw French empire in an uncritical or even
celebratory mode, reinscribing and buttressing the colonial affrontier.

before the fall: French comics published during the war
To help understand how and why ethnic majority and minority artists have
depicted the French war in Indochina since the early 1980s, it is useful to
return to an earlier period and analyze the way in which the struggle was
represented in comics while it was unfolding, in order to show continuities,
transformations and breaks in the representations of the war. For this, I
analyze four works by French artists: Colonel X en Extrême-Orient [Colonel X in the Far East], serialized by Marijac (Jacques Dumas [1908–1994])
and Gloesner (Noël Gloesner [1917–1995]) in the French magazine Coq
hardi [Brave Rooster] in 1952–53; “Bernard Chamblet: En mission au pays
jaune” [Bernard Chamblet: On a Mission in the Yellow Country], by Le
Rallic (1891–1968), serialized in the Belgian magazine Wrill in 1949—it
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was later republished as Bernard Chamblet et l’Indochine [Bernard Chamblet and Indochina] (Le Rallic 1976); “Parachutés au Laos” [Parachuted into
Laos], by Tony Verdon and Perrin-Houdon, serialized in Bayard in 1951–
52;13 and a page (published 18 July 1954) from “Valérie André,” a fourpage story serialized in the women’s magazine Bonnes soirées by Uderzo
(1985), world famous for his best-selling Asterix series, created with René
Goscinny.
As I noted in the introduction to this book, there is a remarkable contrast between comics about the Indochinese War and those depicting the
Algerian War: during the former, one could find comics that clearly depicted
it as it was taking place, whereas in the case of the latter, censorship and selfcensorship prevented the publication of any comics openly about the war
as it unfolded. As we will see in the next chapter, even though the first fulllength comic book about the Algerian War was published in 1962 just after
the war’s conclusion, it was quickly censored by the French government.
Consequently, during and after the Algerian War (and until the loosening
of government censorship, especially in the 1970s), cartoonists disguised
their allusions to French colonial wars, and other imperialist ones (e.g., the
Vietnam War), in order to avoid the censors (Douvrier 1983; 1992: 71–72,
84–85). Earlier, a book republication of “Bernard Chamblet: En mission
au pays jaune” was censored by the Commission chargée de la surveillance
et du contrôle des publications destinées à la jeunesse et à l’adolescence
[Commission Responsible for the Oversight and Control of Publications
Meant for Youths and Adolescents], which was set up by the law of 16 July
1949 and is still in effect today. The law was passed in part because of the
vigorous efforts of French Communists to keep out American comics, seen
as demoralizing (Crépin and Groensteen 1999; Crépin 2001b; Jobs 2003;
Grove 2010: 133–36). Comics historian Thierry Crépin (2001a: 141) suggests that this particular act of censorship was pro-Communist:
[French] Communist publications were never censored, contrary to the
fears the Communist representatives expressed in 1949. . . . And on the
contrary, thanks to the alliance of educators, article 13 of the law [i.e.,
the article concerning the import and export of prohibited materials] was
strictly enforced; the import of foreign comics for the young was submitted to the authorization of the information ministry after the commission
had given its green light. Thus, three albums that were hostile to the Communist fighters in Asia could not be imported in[to] France. The first one,
“Bernard Chamblet: En mission au pays jaune,” which described the war
in Indochina, was drawn by Etienne le Rallic, who was a French patriot.14
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Elsewhere, Crépin (2001b: 322), citing the same Commission meeting
minutes, suggests that this decision was due to nationalist considerations:
“Political criteria were also introduced by the commissioners, who believed
that Belgian publications had no place depicting events in which France
was involved, in this case, the Indochinese War.” It is true that, although
the story was drawn by a French cartoonist, it was published by Gordinne,
based in Liège, Belgium (Evrard and Roland 1992). On the other hand, it
appears that the story did circulate in France during the war in its preceding, serialized form, in Wrill. During the Algerian War there was no equivalent of this or the other serialized Indochinese War comics.
The colonial world of Colonel X en Extrême-Orient is starkly manichean, exemplifying the radical division between colonized and colonizer
characteristic of the colonial affrontier. Colonel X, a French secret agent,
is pitted against Pavot-Jaune, his Vietnamese counterpart and leader of
nationalist forces fighting the French. Marijac and Gloesner depict the Asian
inhabitants of Indochina (Vietnamese and Chinese) as obsequious (7, 11),
sly and treacherous (23, 37), inscrutable (22) and fatalistic (37). The colonized are compared to monkeys (8, 10), water rats (8) and demons (18)—
common tropes in colonialist discourses (Fanon 2002 [first ed., 1952];
Spurr 1993). Colonel X’s outlook is paranoid: “Tous les hommes ici se ressemblent et une immense conspiration semble les unir” . . . [All the men
here look alike and seem to be united in an immense conspiracy . . . ] (22).
This is apparent in the strict separation of Saigon into safe European and
dangerous (for Europeans) indigenous neighborhoods (22–31; cf. Fanon
2002: 42–44; Norindr 1996: 107–30), and in the contrast between coastal
Saigon, more or less controlled by the French, and the rebellious interior,
where the Viet Minh may gain the upper hand. The constant recourse to
maps by the French characters emphasizes the imperialist will to master
colonized territories (9, 14, 19, 26, 29, 34). Colonialist paranoia is also
expressed in references to potential treachery among Vietnamese soldiers
fighting for the French (10, 18). The main antagonist is Pavot-Jaune, who
was a staunch ally of the French during the fight against the Japanese, in
the Second World War, before turning against France. Pavot-Jaune is clearly
modeled on Ho Chi Minh, who helped to direct Vietnamese guerilla fighting against the Japanese before training his sights on the French when they
tried to retake Indochina. The comic reproduces other clichéd images from
colonialist literature about Indochina: the derogatory name “Pavot-Jaune”
[Yellow Poppy] combines references to skin color and, implicitly, to opium
use or production (from poppies); the disparaging term “Nha-Qué” [peasant] is freely used to refer to the Vietnamese (4, 10, 14, 39, 41, 43); and
pousse-pousses (rickshaws) (22–23), water buffalo (40), Buddha statues and
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a Chinese vase (cover; 42) add local color to the scenery, although the vase
is made in France.
The latter, an ironic wink at the pitfalls of an “orientalisme de pacotille”
[second-rate orientalism], nonetheless leaves the colonial ideology of the
comic undisturbed. This is manifested most profoundly in the conclusion,
which finally moves Pavot-Jaune into the role of second-class hero, but only
by physically eliminating the nationalist leader and foil to Colonel X. When
Colonel X and Sergeant Veyrac (a “titi parisien” [cheeky Parisian lad]; 21),
are attacked by Pavot-Jaune and an assistant, Veyrac throws himself on a
grenade to save a Vietnamese child playing nearby. Witnessing this gesture,
Pavot-Jaune emulates the French hero’s self-sacrifice by letting his own grenade explode in his hand instead of throwing it at Colonel X (42–44). The
episode represents the French imperialist war against the Vietnamese as disinterested, generous and heroic. Veyrac’s attempt to protect an indigenous
child from dangerous men puts French imperialism in a paternalistic and
disinterested light. Finally, the encounter between two social types—the “titi
parisien” and the Indochinese rebel—suggests that the latter’s heroism is
only imitative and, in any case, leads to his elimination, thereby symbolizing
the desired conclusion to the war (the death of Ho Chi Minh and the defeat
of the Viet Minh, left without their leader).
“Bernard Chamblet: En mission au pays jaune,” my second example
of a wartime comic strip, is mostly set in the jungle of French Indochina,
where the title character fights with the French Foreign Legion against
the Vietnamese guerillas.15 In preceding episodes, serialized soon after the
end of the Second World War, Chamblet participates in the French Resistance against the Nazis. This transition was made by a significant number
of French soldiers, and it is represented too in Les oubliés d’Annam, published four decades later. Captain Chamblet and Simon, his French subordinate, are accompanied by a young Tonkinese who is mostly referred to
simply as “le boy,” a patronizing term used in French for an indigenous
servant. Here, as in Colonel X en Extrême-Orient, French soldiers have difficulty distinguishing between Vietnamese friends and foes: when a group of
paratroopers arrives to free Chamblet and Simon, who had been captured
by the Vietnamese opposition forces (referred to throughout the comic as
“K.O.Y.”), one of them captures the Tonkinois and begins to beat him up,
before the latter reveals his identity. The apology offered by the French lieutenant is revealing: “Excuse-moi, mais ce n’était pas écrit sur ta figure que
tu étais des nôtres!” [Excuse me, but it didn’t say on your face that you
were on our side!] (21 April 1949). On the one hand this translates the situation of the French army in Vietnam rather well, insofar as every Vietnamese person was potentially an agent of the Viet Minh, in a country where
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there was widespread popular support for the nationalist forces fighting the
occupying colonial power (Ruscio 1992: 163). On the other hand, this kind
of comment also suggests the same sort of racistly tinged divide—between
“white” French and “yellow” Vietnamese—that is implicit in the title of the
episode and has characterized the colonial affrontier.
Similarly, the Vietnamese jungle is presented as exotic and inhospitable.
It contains fearsome wild animals—two tigers, a boa and a python—that
threaten the French soldiers in the wild or when used by the Vietnamese: the climax of the story occurs when the Vietnamese rebels try to feed
Chamblet and Simon to a captured tiger (Figure 3.1). Chamblet, preparing
to die, cries out “Vive la France! Vive la Légion!” [Long live France! Long
live the Legion!], but the French paratroopers arrive to save them in the
nick of time, and Chamblet’s Vietnamese assistant sets a python on the tiger
before both animals are killed by the French soldiers. The Viet Minh also
use elephants in the book. The association between the Vietnamese rebels
and these animals produces a representation of an exotic, wild and dangerous country (cf. Delisle 2008: 106–12). When the French paratroopers
parachute into the area, which has both jungle and swampland, in order to
find and save Chamblet and Simon, they express their disgust and anger at
both the country and the rebels: “Quel bled!” “Sale pays. . . . Je vais leur
faire payer ça!” [“What a hole!” “Dirty country . . . I’m going to make
them pay for that!”]. To combat the savage forces, including wild beasts,
afoot in the “dirty land” and “lost country,” the French bring a domesticated animal (which embodies a civilized relationship to nature), a dog
belonging to one of the lost soldiers: “Nous comptons sur ton flair pour
nous guider dans ce pays perdu!” [We’re counting on your sense of smell to
guide us out of this forsaken country!].
When the French paratroopers find Chamblet and Simon, the latter are
being held prisoner in the ruins of an ancient temple hidden in the jungle,
which the Viet Minh are using as a fortress and hideout. The dramatic conclusion of the story involves French troops retaking the temple. Its ruins,
hidden in the jungle, provide a mysterious and exotic locale for the story,
but their symbolism is just as important. Norindr (1996: 4–5, 24–28) argues
that Indochina’s monumental ruins are key to understanding French perspectives on colonialism. The vestiges were viewed by the French as symbols
of their right to don the mantle of empire bequeathed by prestigious indigenous civilizations of the past (much like Roman ruins in North Africa).
When the cartoonists associate the Vietnamese fighters with the temple, they
suggest that insurgent, anticolonial nationalism is attempting to create a
direct link with an earlier, indigenous past, before the arrival of the French
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Figure 3.1: Bernard Chamblet and Simon, two French legionaries, are thrown to a tiger by Vietnamese rebels. Proclaiming
their allegiance to France and the Legion as they face death, they exemplify the French soldier as courageous colonial hero.
From Etienne Le Rallic, Bernard Chamblet et l’Indochine [Bernard Chamblet and Indochina] (Brussels: Michel Deligne, 1976),
p. 26.

colonizers. The French army then arrives to thwart that link and reclaim the
authority that the temple ruins symbolize (Figure 3.2).
“Parachutés au Laos,” my third example of a wartime comic, ran in
Bayard magazine, a Catholic weekly, for over thirteen months, beginning in
mid-January 1951. The story had fifty-seven installments of two pages each,
for a total of 114 pages, plus—in the issue containing the fourth installment (no. 218, 4 February 1951)—a page (11) with an illustrated map of
French Indochina, showing future highlights of the plot and tracing the itinerary of the protagonist. There is also an article in the issue containing the
final installment (no. 274, 2 March 1952, p. 2) that favorably compares
this and other adventure series published in the magazine to Tarzan and
Superman stories, described as unbelievable. The author argues that other
Bayard adventures are realistic (“vraisemblable” [believable]), for example,
two of them recount “la vie authentique des missionnaires” [the authentic
lives of missionaries]. He continues by stating that “Parachutés au Laos”
goes even further: “Histoire vraie, aussi, parce qu’elle est construite avec des
épisodes vécus par tel ou tel officier. Elle raconte exactement la lutte contre
l’occupation japonaise, elle décrit le pays et les moeurs de ses habitants, et le
dessinateur [Perrin-Houdon] est un officier des troupes coloniales . . . ” [A
true story too, because it was put together from episodes lived by one officer
or another. It exactly recounts the struggle against the Japanese occupation,

Figure 3.2: Temple ruins provide both exoticism and a symbol of grandeur from past civilizations in Southeast Asia. French soldiers eventually defeat Vietnamese rebels hiding in the ruins,
signifying France’s imperial right to rule Indochina. From Etienne Le Rallic, Bernard Chamblet et l’Indochine [Bernard Chamblet and Indochina] (Brussels: Michel Deligne, 1976), p. 3.
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it describes the land and the customs of its inhabitants, and the cartoonist
(Perrin-Houdon) is an officer in the colonial troops . . . ]. The authors do
adhere fairly closely to the main contours of the French military operations
from the recent past that they reconstruct. Nonetheless, the result is a form
of historical fiction, as are many comics about the war published decades
later. However, in its essence “Parachutés au Laos” is propaganda, combining a militant Catholic message of missionary service, including conversion
of local populations and French martyrdom (a French priest is killed by the
Japanese), with a defense and illustration of French imperialism, as French
soldiers fight the Japanese in part one of the series (29 installments) and
then turn to the Chinese (briefly) and especially the Vietnamese nationalists
in part two (28 installments).16
Although its serialization began in early 1951, “Parachutés au Laos”
returns its readers to the Japanese occupation during the Second World
War and the outbreak of the Indochinese war. The story begins with the
announced departure of Henri Natier, a French soldier and the elder son
of a family that had lived in Indochina for many years, before the father
retired and brought his wife and boys (Henri and Xavier) home to France,
along with a Southeast Asian servant. In the first episode, as a member of
the Corps Léger d’Intervention [Light Unit of Intervention] (CLI), Henri has
just received orders to travel from France to Calcutta, India, where he will
begin training with the British army, before being parachuted by them into
Laos, from where he and his men will join a larger unit of the French army
under surveillance by the Japanese army. This unit, while pretending to do
anodyne topographical surveys, is covertly preparing to fight the Japanese,
to help liberate French Indochina from them and return it to French control. The first date, 9 March 1945, is given in the installment of 11 March
1951 (no. 223), when a Laotian ally warns the French unit that “[l]es Japs
ont attaqué les Français!” [The Japs have attacked the French!] (cf. Ruscio 1992: 33). This signals the beginning of a guerilla combat against the
Japanese, during which the French unit will be gradually decimated and the
remaining members finally split up, with some captured by the Japanese.
Between parts one and two, the focus shifts from Henri to his younger
brother Xavier, a member of the fusiliers marins [maritime riflemen] who
sails from France to Vietnam in September 194517 with the forces of General Leclerc to retake control of French Indochina (cf. Ruscio 1992:
52–57). The reconquest begins in the south—with Saïgon, Cochinchine and
Annam—and then moves to Haiphong, Hanoï and the north of Vietnam,18
and to Cambodia.19 The narrative is propelled forward in part two by the
French reconquest of Southeast Asia and by Xavier’s search for his brother,
who went missing during the guerilla struggle and cannot be found among
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either the known dead or the French prisoners eventually freed from the
Japanese. In fact he has lost his memory and is being cared for by Vietnamese Christians in the mountains of upper Tonkin. Henri and Xavier help to
distinguish this story from the other war-period comics studied here: they
are not typical French soldiers because they are intimately acquainted with
the colonized country, whose nationalist, anti-colonialist soldiers—characterized simply as “rebels”—they help to fight. As such, they are examples
of a pivotal character type found also in post-defeat comics about the Indochinese War,20 the conquest and colonization of Algeria,21 and the Algerian
War.22 Alain Guillemin (2006: 175–76) notes that the Natier brothers speak
several regional languages: “They speak ‘dialects’: Henri, Vietnamese and
Laotian, and Xavier, Vietnamese, Hmong and Cambodian (his nanny had
been Cambodian). They help out their mainland brothers-in-arms by sharing their knowledge of the languages and the customs.”
Their knowledge of local languages and customs, and their family contacts, therefore provide them an access to the colony that is denied the Japanese forces, whose rival imperialism in French Indochina is thereby both
delegitimized in comparison, and weakened through the material advantage
that this confers on the French army: for example, Henri and Xavier inherit
the contacts that their father had established with Christianized members
of the Méo (i.e., the Hmong, Miao or Montagnard) ethnic minority, on
whom the French colonizers (and the American imperialists, later) relied
to fight their adversaries, the Japanese and then the Vietnamese Communists and nationalists (no. 222, 4 March 1951). At a banquet for the French
leaders of the CLI given by the Méo helping them to gather information
against the Japanese, a Méo leader exclaims: “Nous serons toujours attachés aux Français, ils sont bons et justes. S’ils font la guerre, nous la ferons
avec eux!” [We will always remain attached to the French, they are good
and just. If they make war, we will fight with them!] (no. 222, 4 March
1951). Hao-Ming, another Méo leader,23 initially mistakes Henri for the
soldier’s father and later gives Henri money that he will use to buy food
throughout his mission in the jungle. In effect, Hao-Ming is helping to pay
for the French war effort through a voluntary contribution, no doubt an
ideal arrangement from the French perspective. Jean-Ming (the son of HaoMing)—who was baptized by the French missionary bishop of the region,
bears a Christian name, and wears a Catholic saint’s medallion—guides
Henri’s unit through the jungle, helping them to attack and evade the Japanese. Toward the end of the story he will enable Xavier to reunite with
his lost, amnesic brother. Jean-Ming therefore plays a role similar to that
of the Vietnamese “boy” who helps the French protagonists in “Bernard
Chamblet: En mission au pays jaune.” Both are partially assimilated local
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figures, whose devoted assistance is essential to the success of the French,
but play a secondary, subordinate role: when they meet, Jean-Ming pledges
to Henri, “Je serai ton oeil et ton oreille!” [I will be your eye and ear!] (no.
222, 4 March 1951). The two indigenous assistants of the French soldiers
differ through the special ethnic minority and religious (Christian) characterization of Jean-Ming and his community. Later in “Parachutés au Laos”
Xavier also contacts a Vietnamese family friend in Saïgon, who saves his
life by shooting at Viet Minh agents attempting to capture him.24 The cultural entry that Henri and Xavier have into Indochina, and their family connections, enable them to serve as interpreters and intermediaries for other
French soldiers in the fiction, as well as for the mainland French children
reading “Parachutés au Laos” (cf. Guillemin 2006: 176, 173). As we have
seen, Fromental (1984) will later claim this kind of colonial proximity and
authority as justification for publishing comics about French Indochina in
Métal Aventure. The comic-book representation of ties between the Natiers
and the Méos is indeed rooted in the history of French colonial penetration and ethnic policies in the region, specifically variations on the divide
and conquer strategy: “In Indochina as elsewhere, the colonial system could
only function by manipulating intermediary social groups: ethnic minorities against majorities, Catholics against Buddhists, village outcasts against
literate elite, by placing them at the interface between white and indigenous
societies” (Gantès 2006; cf. Salemink 1999). Several ethnic minorities living
in the highlands of Laos and Vietnam feature in post-defeat French comics about French Indochina and contemporary Southeast Asia, where they
provide local color (especially through their traditional clothes and jewelry)
and—in stories about l’Indochine française—sometimes serve as allies of the
protagonists, though not always in the service of French colonialism, as we
shall see later.25
The depiction of wild animals, while still a source of exoticism here,
as in the comics analyzed earlier, is also transformed by the colonial claim
to local knowledge incarnated in Henri and Xavier. First Xavier correctly
identifies a cobra (another soldier called it a python), traps it—thereby saving a sleeping comrade—and defangs it, to give it to the ship’s cook to tame
and use for catching and eating rats.26 Later he accurately distinguishes the
sound of a wounded wildcat, which had been mistaken for a child’s cry, and
catches it. It turns out to be a young panther, which he nurses back to health
and tames (nos. 254–55, 14–21 October 1951). Xavier’s familiarity with
the animals of French Indochina enables him to recognize the sound of a
charging elephant, allowing him to courageously save himself and an indigenous boy fleeing with his uncle from their animal, which had inexplicably
gone mad and attacked them (no. 265, 30 December 1951). The boy in turn
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saves Xavier’s life by helping him escape from the local villagers, who try
to kill him because they hate white people. Xavier’s mastery over wild animals, and the ways in which the latter threaten certain local people, suggest
that he—and, through him, the French in general—has a more legitimate
claim on Southeast Asia than do its indigenous inhabitants, at least those
who dislike the French.27 This is especially striking in the case of his panther, which fiercely dislikes and attacks all Asians (“Jaunes” [Yellows], in
the comic), both “Annamites” and Chinese, whether or not they serve the
French. A sailor suggests that this is because it was wounded by one of them
just before Xavier saved it (no. 256, 28 October 1951). The panther, nicknamed Kao (in French, a homophone of K.O. [knock out]), becomes the
mascot of Xavier’s unit and saves his life during fights with the Viet Minh,
by attacking them.28 French racism against Vietnamese, and the inability to
distinguish between allies and foes among them, is naturalized, expressed
and justified through the panther (the animal cannot be condemned for
its instinctive reactions). Xavier will later regretfully abandon the animal,
when the captain of a junk agrees to take him on board: “Ma pauvre Kao,
je ne peux t’emmener sur ce bateau où il n’y a que des jaunes. Et puis il
vaut mieux que tu retrouves ta liberté” [My poor Kao, I can’t bring you on
board this boat where there are only Yellows. And it’s best that you regain
your freedom] (no. 268, 20 January 1952). The abandonment of Kao is
one of the ways that the cartoonists attempt to resolve the tension running
throughout the comic, between, on the one hand, a manichean, colonial and
wartime vision of Southeast Asians, especially Vietnamese, as (potential)
enemies and, on the other hand, a Christian message of brotherly love, and
a colonial ethnography that foregrounds and explains cultural and religious
differences to outsiders in a non-judgmental, though exoticizing, mode (cf.
Guillemin 2006: 176–77).
The ancient grandeur of past civilizations figures here as it did in “Bernard Chamblet,” but with a twist conferred by the special relationship
between the Natiers and French Indochina. The narrator compares Angkor to French cathedrals, thereby diminishing their foreignness: “Le merveilleux temple d’Angkor, maintenant en ruines, a été terminé à l’époque
où l’on construisait les cathédrales gothiques en France” [The marvelous
temple of Angkor, now in ruins, was completed at the time when gothic
cathedrals were being built in France] (no. 270, 3 February 1952). The
equivalence between glorious pasts in the two countries is undercut by the
state of dilapidation and anarchy of present-day Cambodia: Angkor Wat
lies in ruins (whereas many French cathedrals are well maintained) and
now houses Cambodian rebels. Here too the ability to speak an indigenous
language provides access to information necessary to defeat the rebels, as
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the French forces reconquer Cambodia from the nationalists. Two officers
discuss a lead that Xavier has supplied them: one says, “Excellent, ce renseignement qu’a obtenu Natier . . . ” [Excellent, this information that Natier obtained . . . ]; to which the other responds, “Ils ont confiance en lui,
car il parle bien le cambodgien” [They have confidence in him because he
speaks Cambodian well] (no. 270, 3 February 1952). Xavier then tries to
win over Cambodians staying at the temple of Angkor Wat: “Nous cherchons les rebelles Issaraks. Il faut qu’ils obéissent à votre roi qui est l’ami de
la France” [We’re looking for the Issarak rebels. They must obey your king,
who is a friend of France] (written in French but meant to be read as though
in Cambodian). In the next installment he convinces the rebels hiding in the
Bayon temple at Angkor Thom that the French army wants to make peace
with them (no. 271, 10 February 1952). Here, as in “Bernard Chamblet:
En mission au pays jaune,” French soldiers conquer rebel forces hiding in
temple ruins. However, in “Parachutés au Laos” Xavier’s linguistic abilities and cultural knowledge allow him to transmit the official line in a way
that avoids bloodshed. His bloodless mediation at the temple corresponds
to French manipulation of Cambodian nationalism and traditional authority, through the figure of Prince Sihanouk (cf. Ruscio 1992: 56–57). In both
comics, French forces take on legitimate power and authority through their
military success—by fighting or negotiating—in the ruins of past civilizations that previously dominated the region.
By contrast with the preceding stories, which vaunt the exploits of
French military men, “Valérie André” dramatically focuses on a real-life
French woman who was a military doctor and piloted helicopters during the
Indochinese war.29 Uderzo took care to underscore the fact that André had
lost none of her femininity, despite her success in traditionally male occupations (soldier, surgeon) and a violent, masculine context (war): her empathetic and healing nature leads her to nurse even a wounded crow back to
health. The indigènes exist in the comic as an innocuous peasant with his
water buffalo and the unseen rebels who fire bullets at her helicopter as she
transports a wounded French soldier. The comic-strip page about André has
clear parallels with the photographic representation of the nurse Geneviève
de Galard as analyzed by Nicola Cooper (2001: 187–90), minus the sexualized and aristocratic aspects: both represent France’s civilizing mission as a
courageous attempt to heal the victims of indigenous rebels.
Some important characteristics common to these wartime publications,
which distinguish them from later, post-defeat, ones, are their dominant
focus on the successful military operations of French soldiers and their portrayal of the French colonial presence in Indochina as not doomed to failure, despite non-negligeable threats to it (cf. Guillemin 2006: 188). This
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is due to the generally propagandistic nature of these comics and the fact
that the French army had not yet been forced to withdraw from Indochina
when they were being produced. By contrast, recent, post-war comics about
Indochina generally display a perspective marked by (arrested) decolonization, insofar as France’s defeat is acknowledged in some way: for example, through a return to the past by a character who reconstructs the story
of French colonization, defeat and departure (e.g., Stanislas and Rullier
1990–92; Lax and Giroud 1990–91); through extra-diegetic narrative comments referring to France’s impending defeat, even though it is not actually
depicted (Raives and Varnauts 1986: 21); and by representing French soldiers as sometimes heroic, but not conquering and, instead, doomed to failure. According to Alain Ruscio (1992: 196), the transition from a language
of certain victory to one of heroism in defeat was already a feature of colonial discourse during the Indochinese War, as it became clear that France
was going to lose. Given that historical reality, Fromental’s call to represent
the war—as “this conflict, which was atrocious but vibrant with heroic,
romantic, or simply human acts”—is also problematic in its reproduction
of a feature of French propaganda during the war (the French combat as
heroic). In fact, many post-war comics uncritically replicate a significant
amount of French colonial ideology about Indochina, whereas others offer
impressive critiques of the myth of l’Indochine française.

“Geographical romance”: 30 adventure in indochina
French Indochina is still a source of masculine adventure in French-language comics, including a few authored by Belgians. In this section I provide an overview of how several cartoonists articulate this adventure
through elements they borrow from colonial-era culture, including the feminization of Indochina, the adventurer and emigrant or exile figures, opiate
use and trafficking, and archeology. The feminization and sexualization of
Indochina is a recurring trope in both colonial-era representations and in
recent times (Joyeux 1912; Norindr 1996: e.g., 13, 72–106; Ruscio 1996;
Vann and Montague 2008; Vann 2009: 91–95). Examples of it in French
and Belgian comics provide an ideal case study for evaluating the relation
between colonial and post-colonial imagery. The appearance of Indochina
as a seductive woman in comics did not occur until a decade or two after
the end of formal colonialism, when this was facilitated by a reduction of
the censorship of eroticism and pornography in comics, and the appearance
of an adult comics market (by no means limited to erotic or pornographic
works). There was then a transfer of colonial eroticism into a medium from
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which it had mostly been absent during colonial times. At the same time,
stories about Indochina were transformed significantly, from heroic narratives of victorious French conquest and civilizing, in colonial-era comics,
into romantic epics about the French loss of Indochina, in many post-defeat
comics. There, the French loss of Indochina is generally figured through
amorous liaisons between Frenchmen and Indochinese women, by contrast with the colonial-era comics, where the French-Asian couple, where
it existed, was composed of a French soldier and his Indochinese assistant
(Chamblet and his “boy”; the Natier brothers and Jean-Ming). The regular depiction of brothels, situated mostly in Cholon, an indigenous city
annexed to the Europeanized Saïgon (cf. Norindr 1996: 127–28), provides one measure of the feminization of Indochina in comics of the last
two decades.31 This principle of representation is stated matter-of-factly in
a comic scripted by Fromental: “Il est venu ici pour l’opium et les femmes.
Il est de ces blancs qui considèrent l’Asie comme une prostituée . . . ” [He
came here for the opium and the women. He’s one of those whites who
takes Asia to be a prostitute . . . ] (Le rendez-vous d’Angkor, Renard and
Fromental [1987: 44]).
The myth of the compliant, exotic Asian lover is carried over from
colonial-era culture into post-independence comics such as Le carrefour
de Nâm-Pha [The Crossroads of Nâm-Pha] (Maltaite and Lapiere 1987:
33, 43) and Paul (Raives and Varnauts 1986: 26–31, 47), both set during
the Indochinese War. In the latter, a French soldier’s encounter with a Vietnamese prostitute provokes a limited reflection on the effects of colonial
violence on colonizer and colonized. In the preceding episode (Raives and
Varnauts 1985: 25–26), Paul, suspected of murder in Paris, flees to Saigon
as a soldier. He then barely escapes from the Viet Minh in the jungle (Raives
and Varnauts 1986: 3–7) before returning to Saigon for a bit of rest and
relaxation. Paul’s realization that he must leave Indochina occurs after he
temporarily hallucinates about fighting the Viet Minh, while in a Cholon
brothel. In a frenzy, he slashes a Vietnamese prostitute, whose naked body
he had just covered with painted ideograms of her name, Tình Yêu (26–31).
This suggests the trope of exotic, colonized woman as a blank page—the
French agent of imperialism inscribes her identity (her name) onto her body
and then tries to efface it, when his paranoid imagination transforms her
into the image of an enemy soldier. He subsequently brings her with him
back to France, as a sexualized, human example of colonial loot (47–48; cf.
McKinney 2011b). The same authors later recycled the image of the sexually available Vietnamese emigrant or exiled woman as a blank page in a
different context: this time the male figure is Harold, an author from New
York who is writing a story about the American war in Vietnam, and the
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female figure is Sally, an Asian waitress in London whom he integrates into
his fiction before having sex with her in the bathroom of the bar where she
works (in “La contortionniste” [The Contortionist], Warnauts and Raives
1997). The apparent self-reflexivity of this second example is just as limited
as the first one, in the sense that the eroticizing and exoticizing exploitation
of the Asian woman characters by the cartoonists (and their male author
character, Harold), as a source of inspiration for a war story, is never seriously questioned. The unexamined incorporation of the trope into comics
generally creates an obstacle to serious reflection on the negative effects of
French or American imperialism.
The aventurier plays a key role in the romantic epic of France’s imperialist defeat, just as he did in previous phases of colonization. This figure
has been recuperated by contemporary popular culture from earlier, colonial-era cultural productions. For example, the title song of L’aventurier, the
first album of rock group Indochine, is about Bob Morane, the British protagonist of a best-selling series of novels by Charles Dewisme (alias Henri
Vernes), a Belgian author who went on to script a string of very successful
comic-book versions of his stories, beginning in 1959.32 Imperialism’s myths
of easily acquired riches (called “bonanzas” by Richard Slotkin [1993:
17–18, 30–31, 60, 170, 214] in a study of the American frontier), readily available exotic women, rapid military advancement for soldiers, and
masculinist adventure have long helped constitute “the allure of empire”
(Porterfield 1998). Norindr (1996: 72–106) perceptively analyzes André
Malraux’s so-called “aventure indochinoise,” during which he played several, apparently contradictory, roles, including entrepreneurial pillager of
Indochinese archeological riches and critic of colonialism. The adventurer
could undertake these activities and many more, including reporting, spying, exploring, subduing indigenous peoples or defending them. In comics
that return to colonialism, one finds instances where an adventurer plays a
colonialist role and others where he plays an anti-colonialist one, as Miller
(2004) has demonstrated.
Comics about colonial-era adventurers in Indochina often combine
a variety of well-worn themes from imperialist fiction, including comics:
a search for wealth, knowledge or personal identity; opium-smoking and
drug-trafficking; and imperialist wars (cf. Hergé’s Le crabe aux pinces d’or
[The Crab with the Golden Claws] [1980, first ed., 1940]). For example, in
Opium (Dimberton and Hé 1991), the third volume in the “Mémoires d’un
aventurier” series, a French doctor, Pierre de Saint-Fiacre, visits Indochina
in 1883 and learns the truth about his father, who visited the country years
earlier and was given a gold mine by the ruler of Hué. Pierre’s discovery of
the secret of his identity apparently drives him to become a drug addict.
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Similarly, Le carrefour de Nâm-Pha (Maltaite and Lapière 1987) mixes references to the war between the French and the Viet Minh with a tale about
drug-trafficking and a woman’s search for her father. The voyage to Indochina leads to opium-dealing for the lost father and madness for the daughter (41–46). In Paul (Raives and Varnauts 1986), the title character pays
for his return to Paris by smuggling drugs. In this type of story, the adventurer’s concerns are personal, and Indochina serves mainly as a setting for
lucrative, usually illicit activities. The theme of the pleasures and dangers of
opium-smoking and drug-trafficking, borrowed from colonial-era culture,
takes on vaguely counter-cultural connotations in this and many other comics that refer to French Indochina, including La variante du dragon [The
Dragon Variant] (Golo and Frank 1989). Post-colonial France remains connected to Asia through a conduit of heroin smuggling that reaches into a
community of emigrants and their descendants in the Chinatown of Paris
in La variante du dragon and L’ombre du triangle [The Shadow of the Triangle] (Christin and Aymond 1999), which condemns the drug trade.
Cartoonists often mix monuments with opium to represent the French
empire in Indochina as a mirage of prestige, wealth, mystery and luxuriance. The association of ancient architectural ruins and splendors (Angkor Wat and Siem Reap; Hué) with opium to create an exoticized image
of French Indochina, found already in colonial prose fiction,33 continues
in recent comics about the colonial era34 and ones about Southeast Asia
today.35 The particular importance of Angkor in the French collective memory of Indochina after the war is prolonged by its redrawing as a topos in
comics: for example, it is a mystical destination where worlds collide in Le
rendez-vous d’Angkor (Renard and Fromental 1987). In Opium, which
is set entirely elsewhere (Paris, Saigon and Hué), a map of Indochina that
situates the action for the reader includes the location of Angkor Wat, as
though the story would be incomplete without the site (Dimberton and
Hé 1991: 28). The search for treasure, often archeological, in Indochina is
integrated into several comics, including Le rendez-vous d’Angkor (Renard
and Fromental 1987), Le temple de l’épouvante [The Temple of Horror]
(Chapelle, Marniquet and Chanoinat 2009) and Le carrefour de Nâm-Pha
(Maltaite and Lapiere 1987: 14). Le dragon de bambou (Truong and Leroi
1991: 10, 29) includes references to the trial of André and Clara Malraux
for pillaging archeological treasures at Angkor. The two are shown on the
cover, with props of Indochinese exoticism: Clara lies naked on a bed, a
tea set in front of her, while André, sitting next to her, prepares to light
an opium pipe. However, the book depicts them primarily not as temple
thieves or drug addicts—the latter a common Orientalist image in comics
since at least Tintin et le lotus bleu [Tintin and the Blue Lotus] (Hergé 1979,
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first ed., 1934)—but as sympathizers of Vietnamese nationalists. We follow
them not on a trip across French Indochina to loot ancient archeological
sites (as depicted in La voie royale, a semi-autobiographical novel by André
Malraux [1962: 75–88]), but instead on a cross-country trip to learn more
about Vietnam and to obtain a printing press for publishing a newspaper
that critiques certain aspects of French colonialism (see below).36
The French debacle in Indochina is illustrated in Une épopée française:
Indochine (Bucqouy and Sels 1990: 44–45), when a French unit fleeing
Communist nationalists seeks refuge for the night in the ruins of an ancient
temple. It turns into a trap when a captive Viet Minh agent manages to kill
the French soldier guarding her and escapes into the surrounding jungle. In
Les oubliés d’Annam (Lax and Giroud 1991: 32), a French reporter discovers debris from a French army encampment, where Viet Minh soldiers had
been tortured and killed, in the ruins of a Cham temple site, suggesting a
critique of the myth that the French colonizers were the legitimate successors of former indigenous empires.37 By contrast, in L’ombre du triangle
Christin and Aymond (1999: 25–28) house a modern drug-traffickers’ laboratory in the ruins of a temple on the border between post-independence
Vietnam and Laos. La colonne [The Column] (Martin and Simon 2001),
in the Guy Lefranc comics series, similarly incorporates references to temples in a story about modern-day drug production in the Cambodian jungle.
The exotic, iconic value of ancient Southeast Asian sculpture and architecture is exemplified by the use of such imagery in cover illustrations for several recent comic books: L’ombre du triangle (Christin and Aymond 1999),
La colonne (Martin and Simon 2001), L’affaire Sirben [The Sirben Affair]
(Bardet and Boutel 2002), Le sourire de Bouddha [The Smile of Buddha]
(Warnauts and Raives 2003) and Le temple de l’épouvante (Chapelle, Marniquet and Chanoinat 2009). I turn now to Le dragon de bambou, whose
story refers to and historically comes after the episode of colonial trafficking by André Malraux, and which figures the mixed couple as well as the
métis.

Le dragon de bambou, or, the métis in the middle
Although it has received very little attention from academics who study
French Indochina but may be unfamiliar with French graphic novels and
comics,38 Le dragon de bambou, by Truong and Leroi (1991), is a fascinating comic book that deals with issues central to several debates about
the representation and memory of French Indochina. The publication of Le
dragon de bambou preceded an event that generated considerable media
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coverage and public interest: the release of Régis Wargnier’s film Indochine
(1992) which is largely set during the same time period and deals with
similar material. Moreover, Le dragon de bambou provides a more critical
perspective than the film on the same events and structural inequalities of
colonialism. Another reason why Le dragon de bambou merits close scrutiny is for the way in which it revisits the so-called Indochinese adventure
and the writings of André Malraux, which have been the object of debate
by critics.39 Third, it raises the important question of how ethnic minority artists present a colonial past that informs their own position in France
today. In this respect, Le dragon de bambou and two other, shorter comics
by Truong provide a useful counterpoint to the ways that ethnic majority
cartoonists have usually represented the French colonization of Vietnam.
Le dragon de bambou recreates colonized Vietnam in the années folles
[the roaring Twenties]—its narrative begins in 1925—with a stylized
drawing style evocative of the era, but which is also indebted to the ligne
claire drawing style (cf. Truong 1999). The colonial ideological baggage
that is attached to the ligne claire style is consequential, as Miller (2004)
has argued in a perceptive article on the role of the aventurier in postcolonial comics about Asia. Truong’s style is ambivalent: on the one hand,
he mines its nostalgic and exotic connotations in his return to the colonial
past through comics and in his illustrations, often for books about Southeast Asia; on the other hand, in “Sur le Fleuve Rouge” (Truong 1984) and
Le dragon de bambou (Truong and Leroi 1991), he turns colonial nostalgia against itself, as it were, by using his art to depict a brutal, racist and
highly stratified colonial society in French Indochina. The list of places and
themes in Le dragon de bambou that constitute colonial lieux de mémoire
is long, and includes the bordellos of Cholon (15–17), as well as the Cercle sportif (25–26) and the Continental Hotel (21) of Saïgon. However,
one of the most interesting aspects of the graphic novel is the displaced
perspective from which these lieux de mémoire are presented: that of the
métis, who is simultaneously attached to and detached from Vietnamese
and French cultures. His “double vision” (Gilroy 1993: 126–27) allows
him to focus a critique of French colonial culture from inside and outside.
Truong and Leroi represent the French-Vietnamese métis Clément-Rivière
as being torn between the capricious and condescending Yvonne Beauprée,
who is part of the French high society in Saïgon (her father is the director of the Chamber of Commerce of Saïgon; 15), and Liên, a young Vietnamese woman who faithfully waits for him to return to Hongay, on the
Baie d’Along, where his mother was from and is buried (42, 47–48). His
attraction for the two women, on opposite ends of the colonial hierarchy,
overlays the oppositions of class, culture, ethnicity and geographical loca-
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tion. When Yvonne disdainfully mistreats him as a pretentious and lowly
métis, Clément-Rivière finds temporary consolation with a prostitute from
his mother’s region, whom his godmother, who runs a brothel in Cholon,
procures for him (15–17). The construction of this fictional perspective on
métissage [ethnic or cultural mixing] by the cartoonists, although based
on historical documentation and colonial myths, can also be read figuratively as a comment on the situation in which ethnically mixed people
such as Truong find themselves in France today: with ethnic and cultural
attachments to groups on both sides of the colonial affrontier. The artists
encourage the reader to make this connection through two fundamental
attributes of their fictional protagonist: his name, Marcel Clément-Rivière,
recalls that of Marcelino Truong; and Clément-Rivière (or Clem) works
as a visual artist whose drawings serve to critique French colonialism in
Indochina, as do those of his cartoonist creator. The métis, as artist and
fictional character possessing a double perspective, is uniquely positioned
to interrogate, inflect and cross the colonial affrontier.
As is also the case in the “Victor Levallois” comics and in Les oubliés
d’Annam, which I analyze below, the reconstruction of French colonialism
in Indochina is based here on a reworking of the figures of the adventurer
and the reporter. In Le dragon de bambou we find young André Malraux,
introduced as an adventurer dabbling in anti-colonial journalism in Indochina: “Le jeune aventurier André et sa femme Clara faisaient partie du
comité de rédaction” [The young adventurer André and his wife Clara were
members of the editorial committee] (1991: 7). However, his motivations
for criticizing the excesses of French colonialism in Indochina are not as
disinterested as one might anticipate. His defense of the colonized is rather
ineffectual, and he appears more intent on drawing attention to himself—by
dueling a rival newspaper editor, for example—than in helping the colonized. His wife remarks that “[l]’important pour André n’est pas la réalité,
mais la légende” [what’s important for André is not reality, but legend]
(22)—his own legend, that is. Clearly, the cartoonists are suggesting that
Malraux’s self-aggrandizing tendency was a significant motivation behind
his Indochinese adventure. The mix of myth and history is also at the center
of the “Victor Levallois” comics series, to which I now turn.

“ko kao bang”: the romantic epic of French loss 40
Trafic en Indochine (1990) and its sequel, La route de Cao Bang (1992)—by
Stanislas and Rullier—provide an example of the way in which recent comics have reworked France’s withdrawal from Indochina as the romantic epic
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of a failed relationship between a French man and a Vietnamese woman.
They also weave together many of the images of French Indochina scattered
throughout several other French and Belgian comics. The two books represent the collapse of colonialism as primarily a personal loss for the protagonist, because his contact with French Indochina brought excitement to
his life. It takes him from his position as an accountant’s assistant in an
import-export firm based in Paris to Indochina, whose imperialist allure is
described to him by a colonial returnee in the epigraph to this chapter. The
comic’s nostalgic tone is produced in part by the narrative framing device.
In the frame narrative, Victor Levallois recounts his Indochinese adventure
to a younger Frenchman, who has just purchased, in Cholon, a lost photoalbum containing pictures of Victor and his friends. This trope recurs in
French-language comics about colonialism, dating back at least to Hergé’s
story (1942–43) about the colonialist ancestor of his Captain Haddock in
the Tintin series (Hergé 2006–7).41
Both Victor and his photographer friend are journalists who are leaving
Saïgon in 1968, at the height of the imperialist war fought by the United
States in Southeast Asia. Throughout most of the two books the memory of
the earlier French war in Indochina displaces the ongoing American one—
which Fromental had enjoined French cartoonists to do—but in an ironic
mode. Victor is a lackluster comic-book anti-hero, a French everyman who
only momentarily appears to master the course of events, before his world
falls apart: the back of each book in the series proclaims this principle—
“Poursuivi par l’aventure, il rencontre l’histoire” [Pursued by adventure,
he encounters history].42 Because Victor is “pursued by adventure” instead
of seeking it, the book may fall short of incarnating the ideal of romantic
adventure proclaimed by Fromental. However, Victor’s failings are compensated for by his protector: the dashing, clear-sighted but doomed Lieutenant
Arnaud de Cottigny, who is clearly modeled at least partially on Lieutenant
Bernard de Lattre de Tassigny (cf. Lattre 1952). The latter was the only son
of Maréchal Jean de Lattre de Tassigny, a general who commanded French
forces (1950–52) during the Indochinese War, before succumbing to cancer.
Historian Guy Pervillé (1993: 127) suggests that the general’s own death
was hastened by that of his son Bernard, in 1951, in a skirmish at Ninh
Binh. In La route de Cao Bang, Arnaud de Cottigny is killed by the Vietnamese nationalist forces during the French retreat from Cao Bang, along
the Route Coloniale (RC) 4 (Stanislas and Rullier 1992: 44; 1994: 12–14).
Through Arnaud de Cottigny, the comic book uncritically resurrects Bernard de Lattre as a heroic figure from French colonial history.
Just as problematic are the other historical types that the comic book
reworks, also in a semi-ironic mode of colonialist nostalgia. One mem-
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ber of the household represents French Marxist sympathizers of Vietnamese nationalists: “Ça, c’est le grand Max. Un marxiste-léniniste qui a égaré
sa dialectique dans les méandres de la philosophie zen et les brumes de
l’opium” [That’s Big Max. A Marxist-Leninist who has lost his dialectic
in the meanders of zen philosophy and in opium fogs] (35). Max’s political engagement is limited to his readings of revolutionary materials and to
occasional sententious pronouncements. In fact, a Groupe culturel marxiste
did bring together some French Communists sympathetic to the Vietnamese cause.43 After it was outlawed in 1949 by the French government, one
of the Communists, Georges Boudarel, joined the Viet Minh in 1950 and
was eventually assigned to reeducate French prisoners in a Viet Minh camp,
October 1952–August 1954 (Ruscio 1992: 167–73). After an amnesty law
was voted on 18 June 1966, Boudarel and similar French participants in the
war were able to return to France. By 1991, Boudarel had been working in
Paris for many years as a professor of history, specializing in Vietnam, when
he was recognized by a former French prisoner of war, and what became
known as the “Affaire Boudarel” broke out. A group of French veterans
of the Indochinese war who had survived the Viet Minh prison camps formally brought suit against Boudarel on April 3 for crimes against humanity,
but the courts eventually ruled that he could not be tried for two reasons:
his actions in the prison camps did not fit the French definition of crimes
against humanity, and the amnesty law of 1966 applied to his case.44 In Les
soldats blancs de Ho Chi Minh, published long before the Boudarel scandal
erupted, Jacques Doyon recounts the story of Boudarel, under the pseudonym of Boris.45 Doyon (1973: 317–18) describes the young Boudarel,
before his defection, as a bookish figure with romantic aspirations and a
penchant for smoking opium, forming a portrait that recalls the comicbook figure Max. It is not clear whether or not Stanislas and Rullier based
their character on Doyon’s portrait of Boris/Boudarel, although other cartoonists did so at around the same time (see below). What is certain is that
Max is far less firmly committed to his ideals than Boudarel was: his only
comrades appear to be his motley group of French housemates and, like
them, he mostly benefits without thinking from the labor of the Vietnamese
woman refugees and their children living with them (1990: 39). The group
is a far cry from Boudarel’s group of Communist activists, who congregated
in a similar colonial villa in a comfortable suburb of Saïgon (Doyon 1973:
308). Other members of Victor’s household include a lesbian or bisexual
journalist and a bank employee. The fictional housemates are generally presented as sympathetic but rather eccentric and even marginal members of
French colonial society. Their main group activities are attending parties
and lounging about.
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However, Werner, the remaining member of Victor’s housemates, is a
former Nazi whose past is too unpalatable even for the French Foreign
Legion (Stanislas and Rullier 1990: 35), a French colonial force, although it
later turns out that he works as a paid assassin killing Vietnamese nationalists, probably for the French secret police [Sûreté] (Stanislas and Rullier
1992: 17–18, 29). This too appears to be loosely based on historical facts:
according to Jacques Doyon (1973: 33–36, 183–84, 258–59), the French
Foreign Legion first accepted into its ranks a number of German anti-fascists fleeing Hitler, before it took on a more fascist coloring under Admiral Decoux, named Governor General of Indochina in July 1940. After the
end of the Second World War some German fascist soldiers even joined the
Legion (187). Werner meets a violent end, when he is assassinated by a Vietnamese boy designated by nationalists to execute a death sentence (Stanislas
and Rullier 1992: 29). However, he saves Victor’s life earlier by killing a
French sailor who is threatening him (Stanislas and Rullier 1990: 49–50),
and is happily tolerated by Victor and his other housemates despite his Nazi
past and present colonial activities.
Another unsavory character whom the cartoonists resurrect from the
graveyard of colonial history is a French soldier, Roger Vandenberghe.
According to Doyon (1973: 177–78, 192, 208–14), he was turned into a
colonial legend by the French media and army propagandists at the time.
Long after the war one could find websites that celebrate the figure.46 At
least two other comic books rework him, whether in a celebratory mode
(Bucquoy and Sels 1990) or a sharply critical one (Lax and Giroud 1990,
1991, 2000). Doyon (209) describes the origin of the Vandenberghe legend:
Commandos were in fashion in Indochina. De Lattre said: “I must have
commandos!” Vandenberghe—who in the meantime had become a sergeant-major, a kind of angelic, blue eyed killer—created a light unit composed of former Viet Minh combatants, the “black commando,” which
would become famous within the ranks of the French fighting force.

However, the Viet Minh infiltrated Vandenberghe’s commando and assassinated him on 6 January 1952, while he was in bed with his Chinese
mistress. In La route de Cao Bang (Stanislas and Rullier 1992: 31–37),
Vandenberghe appears as the Capitaine Van Blick, who leads a commando
of former Viet Minh.47 The colonial troops fighting for France wear the
black uniforms of the nationalist army, but as a disguise. There is no mention in the comic book of the atrocities that Doyon describes as the principal reward that Van Blick offered the Viet Minh prisoners of war whom he
recruited: “He could only offer his men massacres, money, theft, the booty
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of vengeance” (1973: 211; cf. 212). Instead, in La route de Cao Bang, Van
Blick is simply a courageous French soldier who saves Victor Levallois from
the approaching Viet Minh and helps him continue his search for Tuyet, his
Vietnamese mistress, by getting him plane rides that take him to Cao Bang.
The cartoonists also rework the colonial cliché of the wealthy Corsican businessman engaged in currency trafficking and speculation (“le roi
des Corses, l’empereur de la piastre” [the king of Corsicans, the emperor
of the piastre]; Stanislas and Rullier [1992: 3]). His name in the comic (M.
Fenucci), his ethnicity (alluded to by a black bust of Napoleon Bonaparte,
who was from Corsica, in his office [14]), his wealth and his reputation
for currency trafficking and speculation point clearly towards the historical figure after whom he is modeled: Mathieu Franchini, a Corsican who
ran the Continental Palace Hotel in Saigon, one of the most important lieux
de mémoire in comics about French Indochina (cf. Charpier 1984: 24–25;
Franchini 1993: 18–20).48 Fenucci’s money from an illegal currency transfer
gone awry is recuperated by Victor, allowing him to participate in the same
illicit activity until Fenucci realizes what happened and demands reimbursement, forcing Victor to flee Saïgon. Fenucci fades from the plot when he is
no longer needed to make things difficult for Victor (Stanislas and Rullier
1992: 27).
The historical events of the war that the cartoonists weave into their
narrative play a similar function. These include the activities of Vandenberghe, assassinations organized by the Sûreté, Vietnamese nationalist
assassinations of Europeans in Saïgon, a street demonstration by Vietnamese nationalists, and especially the disastrous French withdrawal from Cao
Bang and the decimation of the Lepage column. Those events, as well as
the comic book characters based on historical figures—Arnaud de Cottigny,
Max, Werner, Van Blick and Fenucci—serve a function remarkably similar to that of the events of colonial history in the film Indochine, analyzed
by Norindr (1996: 137): “What is disturbing, however, is the manner in
which ‘historical events’ are used and framed simply to advance the plot
and to play up and render more harrowing the predicament of our ‘heroines,’ rather than to question French colonial practices.” The result is that
the comic book uncritically recalls and rehearses colonial icons and ideology, thereby perpetuating them, but without any substantive or sustained
critique. History therefore plays the role here of “effet d’histoire” [history
effect] analyzed by Pierre Fresnault-Deruelle (1979).
It is perhaps through their feminization of Indochina that the cartoonists
follow colonial ideology most closely. This is especially evident in the use of
prostitutes and other Indochinese women to represent the French defeat as
a romantic epic. In the two volumes, the first suggestion of the trope occurs
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when Arnaud de Cottigny sights Indochina upon his return from France
and exults: “Adieu, vieux monde décati! J’abandonne tes femelles austères
qui ne boivent ni ne fument! A moi, les petits seins d’encens d’Indochine!
Bienvenue au Viêt-Nam!” [Adieu, feeble old world! I abandon your austere
females who neither drink nor smoke! To me, the small breasts of incense of
Indochina! Welcome to Vietnam!] (30). This echoes the distinction between
Odette, the French girlfriend whom Victor abandons, described as average
(1990: 9), and Tuyet, the pretty and exotic Vietnamese woman with whom
he becomes romantically involved after his arrival in Saïgon (1992: 5, 10).
In an élan of drunken generosity Victor hires Tuyet, a homeless refugee,
although he protests that she will be his maid [domestique], not his concubine, when his business partner teasingly suggests that he is purchasing
[s’offre] a congaï [concubine] (5). When Tuyet begins to recount her story,
Victor’s impulsive gesture appears even more humanitarian: Tuyet’s father
was killed by the Communists and her mother subsequently worked herself to death in a convent, where she had taken refuge. After her mother
passed away, the nuns handed her over to the French settlers, the “Letournelle, de méchants planteurs” [Letournelles, mean planters], from whom she
then fled to Saïgon (5–7). Through Tuyet’s narrative, the cartoonists suggest
that two pillars of French colonialism, the settler-planters and the religious
orders, were abusive to the Vietnamese. By contrast, Victor treats Tuyet
much better: he requires very little cleaning work, pays her adequately, and
even gives her spending money to gamble at a casino-brothel in Cholon.
The jackpot that she wins the first time that she plays provides an auspicious sign for their romantic relationship, which they inaugurate the very
same evening (6–11). In many ways, the liaison between the two is constructed as an ideal colonial relationship, as opposed to the bad one that
plagued her before. Victor treats Tuyet with apparently benign paternalism,
even defending her honor when his business partner suggests that her sexual
favors should be available to Victor and his friends (10). Moreover, Tuyet’s
experiences with both Communists and Catholic nuns have taught her to
keep her distance from the rival camps struggling to control the hearts and
minds of the Vietnamese. On the other hand, her youthful experiences have
provided her with an elegant French appearance: she speaks French fluently
and makes herself a beautiful evening gown based on pictures in French
magazines that Victor brings home to her. At this point, Tuyet seems to be
more than a congaï, in the traditional French colonial sense (Cooper 2001:
154–59): she represents a sexualized ideal of secular association between
France and Indochina.
Yet Tuyet quickly acquires a penchant for gambling, which makes
things go awry—she dilapidates part of the fortune that Victor was
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amassing through illicit currency speculation and exchange (“le trafic des
piastres” [piastre trafficking]). This makes it impossible for Victor to adequately reimburse Fenucci, who unwittingly provided his seed money. From
his vantage point twenty years later, Victor wonders about Tuyet’s compulsive activity: “Je me demande ce que nous serions devenus si elle n’avait
pas pris goût au jeu. . . . Peut-être étais-je trop présent dans son existence.
Je décidais de tout, . . . sauf des caprices de la roulette” [I wonder what we
would have become if she hadn’t taken a liking to gambling. . . . Perhaps I
was too present in her life. I decided everything, . . . except for the whims
of the roulette] (1992: 11). This is the speculation of colonialist nostalgia:
what might have happened to the French-Indochinese relationship if only
it had been a bit less constraining for the colonized partner? The cartoonists closely tie the French loss of Indochina to Victor’s loss of Tuyet: first
she rejects him for the Chinese owner of the casino-brothel and then disappears after Victor’s rival is murdered by Vietnamese nationalists (20, 28).
Her downward slide is revealed to Victor when he discovers a battle-weary
French soldier kissing an autographed picture of Tuyet: “Mais c’est pas eux
[les Viets] qui m’empêcheront de te baiser, ma poulette. . . . Tiens, mate ça!
Le plus joli cul du Tonkin! . . . Tu la connais, Tuyet? La pute la plus classe
de Cao Bang!” [But they (the Viet forces) won’t keep me from fucking you,
babe. . . . Here, feast your eyes on that! The prettiest ass in Tonkin! . . . Do
you know Tuyet? The classiest whore of Cao Bang!] (1992: 35). When Victor finds Tuyet again, she lies mentally deranged and dying (probably of
venereal disease) in a brothel in Cao Bang, where the French are besieged
by the Viet Minh (38–39). The only people tending to her are an old Vietnamese woman and the soldier Arnaud de Cottigny, who drug her with
opium to relieve her pain. Her death coincides with the withdrawal of the
French army (40), whose retreating columns are ambushed and defeated by
the Viet Minh (41–46).49 Arnaud disappears in the fighting, but Victor and
the other survivors from the French army columns are captured by the Viet
Minh and interned (44–45). However, Victor and two colonized soldiers
(Moktar, a North African, and Salif, a black African) manage to flee into
the jungle and are rescued by a French unit (46–47).50 From the hospital
where he is recuperating, Victor watches American-supplied tanks roll in,
as the war effort continues (48). Here as throughout the volume, the cartoonists redraw factual elements in telling ways. For example, the reference
to a genuine continuity between French and United States imperialism at
the end of the work recalls Fromental’s comparison of the two and call for
a focus on French colonial history. And the association of Victor and colonized soldiers implicitly looks forward to the ethnic composition of postcolonial France.
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The cartoonists suggest that France’s love affair with Indochina was
foolish and misguided: Victor’s voyage to Indochina is a youthful mistake
initially motivated by the prospect of easy gains (1990: 13–19); his infatuation with Tuyet leaves him vulnerable to deceiptful manipulation (1992:
25); and his name is an ironic reference to French defeat. The last page of
La route de Cao Bang comments ironically on the inability of Victor Levallois to recognize history in the making. When he and his photographer
friend (the narratee located in the frame narrative) finally manage to fly out
of Saigon and arrive in San Francisco in March 1968, they meet a group
of peace activists demonstrating against the imperialist American war in
Southeast Asia. Victor dismisses the anti-war effervescence on college campuses: “Ça n’arrêtera pas cette guerre, en tout cas . . . ” [It won’t stop this
war, in any case . . . ] (1992: 48). Despite this final, knowing wink at the
reader, the defeat inflicted on the French outpost in Cao Bang—“KO Kao
Bang” [knock-out Cao Bang], to borrow the title of a 1983 song by Indochine—and the illness and death of Tuyet produce no genuine reflection on
the systemic injustices and exploitation of French colonialism. Although
this is not the place to analyze it, the third volume of the trilogy, Le manchot de la butte rouge [The Amputee of the Red Butte] (1994), reworks the
early events of the Cold War in France in a similarly uncritical and nostalgic
manner.

remembering anti-colonial struggle in Les oubliés d’Annam
C’est que . . . dans nos livres d’histoire, il manque parfois certaines pages!
[It’s that . . . in our history books, sometimes certain pages are missing!]
(Les oubliés d’Annam, Lax and Giroud 2000: 51)

There is a stark contrast between the comics by Stanislas and Rullier and the
two-volume Les oubliés d’Annam, by Frank Giroud and Lax (1990, 1991;
combined in 2000), whose divergences are all the more striking because
the two series, published close together, rework some of the same historical figures and character types from France’s war in Indochina. Les oubliés
d’Annam recounts the search for the hidden history of the conflict as a quest
to discover the identity and whereabouts of a French soldier who defected
to the Viet Minh. The character who embodies the hermeutical principle of
investigating disturbing aspects of colonial history is a left-leaning television
reporter named Nicolas Valone (2000: 9, 19). He embarks on his quest after
having watched a television news report about the return to France in Octo-
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ber 1986 of the remains of French soldiers killed in the war (13–16). He
wishes to rehabilitate the memory of some of these soldiers in order to bring
history alive. In the end, he produces a television documentary entitled Les
oubliés d’Annam, just like the comic book that recounts the making of the
film. The book is important because it successfully reworks a key trope of
anti-colonialist memory also found in another seminal text from popular
culture, Didier Daeninckx’s Meurtres pour mémoire (1994; first published
in 1984), a detective novel translated as Murder in Memoriam (1991b): the
search for the truth about a mysterious colonial past that violently intrudes
upon the present. The comic book does so in a way that encourages the
reader to reevaluate the stock of colonialist images and narratives about
French Indochina found uncritically rehearsed in other French comics about
the war. In order to achieve this, the cartoonists borrowed freely and openly
from the history of anti-colonial struggle in Indochina as recounted by
Doyon (1973) in Les soldats blancs de Ho Chi Minh (see above, Figure 1.5).
The result is a comic book that—like Murder in Memoriam—suggests that
the French nation-state bears responsibility for atrocities committed during
a colonial war and for subsequently denying them and otherwise blocking
or failing to facilitate access to knowledge of the facts.51 There is a parallel
worth making here, between the “counter-fait divers” [counter-news item]
in nineteenth-century working class newspapers analyzed by Foucault in
Discipline and Punish (1979: 285–92) and recent works of popular fiction
such as Murder in Memoriam and Les oubliés d’Annam: they are counternarratives that contest depoliticizing criminalization by the state of acts of
resistance by the oppressed, as well as dominant interpretations of history
and society (Figure 3.3).
As in Daeninckx’s novel, which may well have served as a model for
Lax and Giroud, Les oubliés d’Annam begins by suggesting a mysterious
connection between the memory of past colonial violence and a death in the
present. Both works harness the detective novel’s hermeneutic for uncovering evidence of a crime to the search for historical truth about colonial
torture and murder—and the genocidal killing of Jews, in the novel—for
which the French nation-state bears responsibility. A key difference between
the two fictions is that whereas Daeninckx has a police inspector conduct
much of the investigation, Lax and Giroud use a reporter, which has certain
implications for the methods of inquiry, handling of evidence, and end result
of the search for facts. For example, whereas Daeninckx’s police Inspector
Cadin is a narrator who can glean and reveal information provided to him
by members of the state’s espionnage apparatus (here, the Renseignements
Généraux [1994: 72]), the latter is solely a repressive, censurious force
in the comic book. There a top member of the Direction Générale de la
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Figure 3.3: Visual evidence from a counter-history of anti-colonial commitment:
a photograph of a French soldier who rallied to the Viet Minh shows him as
a romantic revolutionary. From Lax (art) and Frank Giroud (script), Les oubliés
d’Annam [The Forgotten Ones from Annam], vol. 2 (Marcinelle: Dupuis, 1991), p.
52. © Lax and Frank Giroud.

Sécurité Extérieure (DGSE), the French equivalent of the CIA, orders wiretapping of Valone, the murder of his potential informants, the beating of
the reporter and the spread of misinformation—all to cover up the role of
the official in a war crime that he committed in Indochina.52 Key pieces of
evidence are provided to Valone by a fellow reporter, which helps to underline the fact that the independence of the news media from abusive state
control is necessary to help open up the colonial record. A lack of independent media sources helps those in power to cover up the sordid history
of colonialist and imperialist violence. Refusal of state officials to openly
address these issues—whether in the media or in the educational system—
lends even greater importance to popular fictions, such as the detective
novel and comics, that open up colonial and imperialist history to public scrutiny and debate. Moreover, the ability to publish or import comics
that contest French colonial and imperialist power is relatively recent, for
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two reasons. First, self-censorship and government censorship in all media
forms existed during the colonial period, especially wartime (Stora 1992:
25–73; Stora 1997: 111–25). Second, government censorship of publications for young readers was formally instituted by the law of 16 July 1949
(Crépin and Groensteen 1999; Neuvième Art 1999).53 Although the law
is still in effect and the surveillance commission that it created still functions, direct governmental censorship for political reasons has been greatly
relaxed over the last several decades.
Les oubliés d’Annam represents historical knowledge about the violent
colonial history of the French nation-state as a threat to it today. Ernest
Renan describes this danger in well-known passage of his classic discourse
on nationalism (Renan 1993: 11; cf. 1947: 891):
Forgetting, I would even go so far as to say historical error, is a crucial factor in the creation of a nation, which is why progress in historical studies
often constitutes a danger for nationality. Indeed, historical enquiry brings
to light deeds of violence which took place at the origin of all political
formations, even of those whose consequences have been altogether beneficial. Unity is always effected by means of brutality. . . .

Renan’s insistence that brutality is essential to the formation of the nation,
as well as his mention of supposedly beneficial consequences, suggest that
he viewed that originary violence as a necessary evil.54 However, its victims
might not desire to either forget it or view it in this manner (cf. Anderson 1991: 199–206). Many historians have argued that colonial expansion played a key role in the development of modern French nationalism.
Important specific examples of this include the substitution or compensation provided by colonial conquests for the lost provinces of Alsace and
Lorraine to Germany in 1870 (Pervillé 1993: 45–46; Girardet 1995: 51–75;
Ahounou 2001: 149), and French reliance on colonial empire during the
two world wars (Girardet 1995: 175–78, 278–88). On the other hand, one
finds another originary, national violence in the liberation of French colonies through armed struggle. However, these two forms of violence cannot
be equated in a simple manner, because anti-colonial violence is often a desperate response to an initial violence, that of colonization, as Frantz Fanon
(1968, 2002) argued in Les damnés de la terre [The Wretched of the Earth]
(cf. Benot 2001: 36–48).
Still, “the progress in historical studies” referred to by Renan can pose
a threat to national cohesion in both the country that wins formal independence and the former colonial power, especially insofar as: (1) the struggle
or participants in it violated the nation’s own foundational principles or
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values (such as those embodied in the French “Déclaration des droits de
l’homme et du citoyen” [Declaration of the rights of man and the citizen],
or in its national motto—“liberté, égalité, fraternité” [liberty, equality, fraternity]); (2) there was strong internal resistance to the war, whose most
radical expression would be treason, or regarded as such by national and
military authorities (examples for France would be Boudarel and similar
figures, in the Indochinese War; or the participants in the network of Francis Jeanson, during the Algerian War); (3) the creation of national unity for
the war effort victimized members of the nation; (4) war crimes or crimes
against humanity were committed; and (5) evidence of the latter is suppressed by the state. Les oubliés d’Annam suggests that all of these were
true in the case of France’s attempt to retain control of Indochina.55 Long
after the war, the graphic narrative represents the suppression of internal
dissent that colonialism required for preserving national unity, by representing a journalist’s attempt to uncover and interpret forgotten and hidden
historical facts. We can interpret the state television network’s refusal to
air Valone’s documentary at the end of the book to indicate the cartoonists’
belief that the state, or powerful agents within it, still considers the widespread knowledge or discussion of French actions during the war to constitute a threat.
In addition, the historian’s work (Doyon’s book) contributes two other
things to the graphic novel: (1) crucial information that the reporter Valone
requires to unravel the enigma through which the cartoonists elicit and
maintain the interest of the reader; and (2) legitimacy needed by a popular form of fiction, whose status is relatively low in mainstream culture, in
order to credibly contradict dominant narratives about colonialism. Lax
and Giroud openly acknowledge that the colonial army’s efforts to silence
anti-colonial resistance within its own ranks have already been challenged
by French historians, including Doyon, whose Les soldats blancs de Ho
Chi Minh is explicitly discussed by characters in Les oubliés d’Annam (Lax
and Giroud 1990: 37).56 The cartoonists thereby foreground their efforts to
spread anti-imperialist history of the conflict in popular culture. They also
encourage their readers to prolong their own investigation of colonial history by reading Doyon’s work after having finished the comic book. Moreover, Les oubliés d’Annam anticipated wider debate in France about the
historical record of the Indochinese war, because the first volume was originally published in October 1990, about six months before the Boudarel
Affair made headlines in France. The publisher drew attention to this
sequence of events by giving a promotional flyer the bold title “Quand la
BD précède l’histoire . . . ” [When comics precede history . . . ] (Dupuis
n.d.).
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The specific ways in which Lax and Giroud reworked colonial history
and mythology provide a revealing contrast to the treatment of similar
material in the graphic narrative by Stanislas and Rullier. Three figures are
key to the transformation of colonial material in Les oubliés d’Annam: the
adventurer, the reporter, and the métisse. Here again, we encounter Roger
Vandenberghe, the French soldier elevated to the status of legend who is
the model for a friendly military adventurer, Van Blick, in La route de Cao
Bang. However, in Les oubliés d’Annam Vandenberghe is transformed into
a rather different kind of character, named Roger Corbin. Whereas Vandenberghe was assassinated by the Viet Minh, Corbin survives the war and
becomes the high-ranking officer in the DGSE who will stop at nothing to
prevent Valone from learning the truth about the past. Corbin tries to hide
the fact that he killed several captured Vietnamese soldiers in cold blood
and, before that, tortured to death Henri Joubert (nicknamed Riton), an
army deserter who had joined the Viet Minh. Although he has strong leftist sympathies, Joubert is significantly different from “le grand Max” [Big
Max], the Communist character imagined by Stanislas and Rullier. Joubert
becomes simultaneously attracted to Vietnamese culture, embodied especially by a Vietnamese woman named Tú-Anh, and appalled by French military violence against Vietnamese civilians (Figure 3.4). This leads him to
switch sides.
In “Quand la réalité dépasse la fiction” [When Reality Surpasses Fiction], Giroud’s preface to the second edition of Les oubliés d’Annam, he
states (2000: 11) that Joubert was partly modeled on the story of Boris,
a.k.a. Boudarel, as recounted in Les soldats blancs de Ho Chi Minh (Giroud
learned that Boudarel was behind the pseudonym only after the Boudarel
Affair broke). However, the fictional character Joubert owes at least as
much to a French deserter named Chabert in Doyon’s history (1973: 173–
214). Chabert was apparently vilified by the French army as an archetypal
deserter and juxtaposed to the courageous Vandenberghe, who earned nine
combat medals. Chabert became known for a series of surprise attacks, in
which he was said to pose as a French officer leading a group of colonial
soldiers. In fact, although Chabert did indeed participate in at least one such
attack, the French army attributed subsequent ones to him, even though he
was not involved. The intended effect was to discredit Chabert as the incarnation of treason (Doyon 1973: 191):
This time, it involved a Frenchman, a real “traitor,” who could not be pardoned. Chabert took the form of a state criminal; he became the mythic
head of a “band” of deserters that continued to run rampant in the delta
according to mess-hall gossip, until 1952 . . . —when he was credited with

Figure 3.4: When a French legionary murders a Vietnamese man and then receives a very light sentence, another French soldier is so appalled with colonial violence and double standards that he joins the Viet Minh. From Lax (art) and Frank Giroud (script), Les oubliés d’Annam [The Forgotten Ones from
Annam], vol. 1 (Marcinelle: Dupuis, 1990), p. 47. © Lax and Frank Giroud.
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another “strike” in Nam Dinh, whereas he was resting in a camp of Viêt
Bac—in the Tonkinese highlands.

The final exploit was the assassination of Vandenberghe at Nam Dinh,
allegedly by Chabert, although Chabert later proclaimed his innocence to
Doyon (208–14). Blaming Chabert for Vandenberghe’s death was a logical
conclusion to the official French construction of the two figures as a binary
pair, representing evil and good, cowardice and courage, treason and patriotism, although ironically both were credited with similarly deceptive methods of disguise (209):
The Chabert-Vanden struggle reached its peak in 1951. The two men were
talked about in French newspapers. Vanden the hero, the Flemish Asian
who, with former “Viets,” sowed terror among the “Viets.” Chabert, the
troubling “deserter,” commando leader, “traitor,” who closes himself off
in the dialectic of the anti-France. . . . These two opposite destinies were
seized upon.

Other real-life models for the Henri (“Riton”) Joubert character include
“Riton” (another of Doyon’s research subjects, 153–72), and Erwin Borchers, a German who fled Nazi Germany, joined the French Foreign Legion to
avoid being deported back to Germany, but then became the first European
to desert the French army and join the Viet Minh, in 1945 (59).
There are several interesting aspects to Lax and Giroud’s use of these
historical figures (Figure 3.5), both Vandenberghe and the deserters from
the French army—called “ralliés” [rallied] by Doyon, because they rallied to the cause of Vietnamese liberation. The first is the extent to which
they rewrite colonial mythology. Whereas in reality Vandenberghe died in
Vietnam, and Boudarel and Chabert lived to return home to France, the
cartoonists instead have Corbin return to France after torturing Joubert
to death (Figure 3.6), executing the Viet Minh soldiers accompanying the
French rallié, and then covering up the crime. In fact, it is questionable
whether the French army would have considered this death a crime, given
the status of the victims. But what Lax and Giroud have done is to invert
a colonial myth in which Vandenberghe is a French patriot and the victim
of Chabert, a renegade formerly under Vandenberghe’s command. Instead,
it is Joubert who maintains the revolutionary ideals of fraternity and freedom from oppression, which he had fought for in the French Resistance
as a member of the Communist-affiliated FTP (Francs Tireurs et Partisans
[Irregular Soldiers and Partisans]), before deserting the French army to help
liberate the Vietnamese. Conversely, in the graphic novel Corbin is a war
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Figure 3.5: Two legendary figures from the Indochinese War confront each other: when Joubert/
Chabert confronts Corbin/Vandenberghe, the latter
declares that the former, as a traitor, is no longer
French. From Lax (art) and Frank Giroud (script), Les
oubliés d’Annam [The Forgotten Ones from Annam],
vol. 2 (Marcinelle: Dupuis, 1991), p. 18. © Lax and
Frank Giroud.

criminal, now comfortably lodged in a state spy apparatus. Their graphic
novel redefines the French-Vietnamese affrontier as it was drawn by French
officialdom and the mainstream media during the French war in Vietnam.
That the violence of the colonial war continues to wreak havoc on the
present is suggested by Corbin’s decision to order the murder of the surviving French war veterans who participate in torturing and killing Joubert and

Figure 3.6: A French officer tortures to death a French soldier who deserted to join the Viet Minh, before killing the deserter’s Vietnamese comrades and hiding the
bodies. From Lax (art) and Frank Giroud (script), Les oubliés d’Annam [The Forgotten Ones from Annam], vol. 2 (Marcinelle: Dupuis, 1991), p. 48. © Lax and Frank
Giroud.
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the Vietnamese soldiers. He endeavors to eliminate them in order to prevent Valone from discovering the damning truth about his past: the pages
missing from the history books, to which Valone refers in my epigraph,
above. It is an established fact that torture by the French army was widespread during the war in Indochina, despite official denials (Benot 2001:
165–69, 180), and that the French colonial empire, including Indochina,
was founded on massacres (Benot 2001: specifically 97–103 for Indochina).
Nonetheless, according to historian Yves Benot, even well-reputed French
historians of colonialism have tried to ignore or cast doubt on this fact. This
is part of a revisionist approach to colonial history, or more accurately, a
negationist one, whose proponents try to downplay or even deny the systemic violence of colonization (Benot 2001: ii–iv, xv–xvi, 82, 173–77) and
make a rear-guard defense of empire (Flood and Frey 2002). The debate
that was reopened in France in 2000, over the use of torture during the
Algerian War, needs to be extended to the Indochinese War and beyond,
to colonialism and imperialism in general, which are not at all relics of the
past (Benot 2001: 178–81). The decision by Lax and Giroud to have Joubert die at the hands of Corbin, instead of the other way around, as colonial mythologists would have had it, serves to foreground the use of torture
during the French war in Indochina. The investigative framework of their
graphic novel allows them to draw attention to ongoing denial of the initial and persistent violence of French colonialism. The (failed) attempt to
bring Boudarel to trial for crimes against humanity in 1991 is but one clear
example of the refusal to acknowledge that violence. It also illustrates the
fact that the French-Indochinese colonial affrontier, although much weaker
than the French-Algerian one, has extended long beyond the end of the war
(1954).
Along with its sharp critique of French colonialism, Les oubliés d’Annam
also contains some elements that surprisingly echo what we have already
seen in the Victor Levallois series, by Stanislas and Ruller. For example, the
two graphic novels share various narrative devices for evoking the end of
the direct colonial relationship: an unexpected viewing of images provokes
a traumatic reliving of events from the war; a voyage by a reporter (Victor;
Nicolas) to Vietnam at a later period, after the French withdrawal, enables
reconnection with a severed past; and the interrogation of direct participants in the events to reconstruct them and try to make sense of the past.
There is also a romantic aura of adventure surrounding Henri Joubert, symbolized by his physical appearance: he is red-headed (like Nicolas Valone)
and wears a blood-red headband, representing his revolutionary activity
and martyrdom (Lax and Giroud 2000: 79–82, 109–11). It is perhaps a
perverse comparison to make, but one cannot help but note one similarity
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between him and Arnaud de Cottigny, despite the fact that they represent
antagonistic points of view: both characters embody a robust French masculinity destroyed during the war. The two men are also closely associated
with Vietnamese women: in La route de Cao Bang, when Victor finally discovers Tuyet, Arnaud is taking care of her; and Joubert falls in love with
and marries Tú Anh, a Vietnamese woman (74, 82). The death of both
women is associated with war: Tuyet’s life ends just as the French are about
to retreat hastily from Cao Bang (40), and Tú Anh perishes in 1975, during the last fighting against the United States troops (73). However, Tuyet
is a prostitute who leaves no descendants, whereas the nationalist fighter
Tú Anh gives birth to Kim-Chi, a métisse, whom Valone virtually adopts as
his own daughter by the end of novel. This lends a physical continuity to
the connection that Lax and Giroud try to establish between French Indochina and present-day France. Valone ends up bringing Kim-Chi to France
to unite her with Joubert’s mother (her French grandmother; 98–99). The
authors make the link in other ways too. For example they proclaim that
despite having been renamed Ho Chi Minh City, “dans le coeur de chacun,
l’ancienne capitale reste toujours SAIGON” [in each person’s heart, the former capital forever remains SAIGON]. Moreover, the first Vietnamese person that Valone meets in Vietnam is a product of the French school system
(65–66).
All of the elements just mentioned have clear roots in the colonial
era. The francophone status of Vietnam remains a factor in the relationship between the two countries. The romantic aura of adventure surrounding Joubert was borrowed from descriptions by Doyon of part of what
attracted French ralliés to the cause of the Viet Minh. The feminized representation of Indochina was a cliché of the colonial era. Moreover, the métis/
se was a key, pivotal figure in French Indochina (Gantès 2006), leaving an
imprint on colonial fiction (Ruscio 1996), and even on Doyon’s history of
the ralliés—here, for example, is how he describes a daughter of Chabert:
“Sa fille aînée, une jolie Eurasienne de seize ans, aux longs cheveux qui lui
descendent jusqu’aux reins, le regard effronté, vient se blottir comme une
chatte auprès de lui” [His oldest daughter, a pretty Eurasian of sixteen, with
long hair that falls down the length of her back, with a brazen look, comes
and cuddles up like a cat next to him] (206). In Les oubliés d’Annam, the
cartoonists redeploy these elements within an anti-colonialist framework
that inflects their meaning away from the colonial values formerly attributed to them. Turning now to a graphic novel about the beginnings of the
twentieth-century nationalist movement in Vietnam, we find a métis figure
who embodies even more strongly the ambivalence of a critique of colonialism mixed with an attraction for a lost colonial milieu of cultural mixing.
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visiting hanoi and leaving Saïgon
Clément Baloup has drawn or scripted some of the most fascinating French
comics about Vietnam and the Vietnamese, in stories set in the 1920s up
through the present. In significant ways, his work represents a continuation
of the stories about Vietnamese resistance to French domination drawn by
Truong, who has since left cartooning and now works as a book illustrator.
There are also important similarities between Les oubliés d’Annam, by Lax
and Giroud, and comics by Baloup and Mathieu Jiro, his co-author on several works: for example, their critiques of French and American imperialism
in Vietnam do not prevent them from criticizing the rigidity and the repression of the post-colonial, Communist regime. In Le chemin de Tuan [Tuan’s
Way] (2005), set in Marseille and Paris during the 1920s, Baloup and Jiro
depict colonial subjects engaged in anti-colonial activities within the colonial metropolis.57 The artists went on to publish a sequel, Le choix de Hai
[Hai’s Choice] (2007), where we find Hai, one of the protagonists of Le
chemin de Tuan, who has returned from Paris to the south of Vietnam. The
story begins in 1945, at the outset of the Indochinese War. We learn that
between the two episodes Hai spent time in the Soviet Union, where disillusionment with Stalinist methods led him to abandon its version of Communism and join the Trotskyists (58). The political orientation of Hai and
the focus on this period of history allow the cartoonists to show the struggle between different political parties and tendencies within the Vietnamese
nationalist struggle against the French, during the transition from Japanese defeat to French reconquest, via the proclamation by Ho Chi Minh of
Vietnam’s independence. Le choix de Hai might remind us of La condition
humaine [Man’s Fate] (Malraux 1982), first published in 1933 and set in
China (but with references to French Indochina), which recounts a similar
struggle for power between non-Communist nationalists, Communists and
(especially French) imperialists at a historically significant moment.
As in Malraux’s novel, Le choix de Hai examines the place of women
in a revolutionary struggle. Thi Mung is a young Vietnamese woman
who leaves the Trotskyists when Hai treats her contemptuously and she is
accused of spying on them (32–34). She temporarily joins Ho Chi Minh’s
party and tries to assassinate Hai when the Communists ask her to do so
to prove her loyalty (36–39). After failing to kill her former leader, she
ends up helping him to remain hidden from both the Communists and the
French, and even has sex with him. However, to help Hai, Thi temporarily
abandons an elderly family member whom she was taking care of, and he
dies (69–71). The changing allegiances of Thi, her courage and determination to survive, and the cowardice of Hai—who stays in hiding while his
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followers are decimated by the Communists, determined to take control
of the nationalist movement in southern Vietnam—illustrate the fluidity of
identities during this period of national crisis, which destabilizes traditional
social structures and gender roles. At the end of the book, Hai chooses to
escape from Saigon with Thi, but dies before he can leave, the victim of
a blast from a booby-trapped cadaver (Figure 3.7), which he had thought
was perhaps Diem (88–92), a former Trotskyist leader who had betrayed
his comrades and joined the Viet Minh (56). The story ends when Thi and
Moteki—a shell-shocked Japanese soldier who wanders through the narrative like a zombie, witnessing the madness and destruction of the war, and
even attempting to protect others, including Thi and Hai, from the cadaverbombs—are led away by a French unit of Vietnamese soldiers.
Here, as in Le chemin de Tuan, the cartoonists use some striking, nontraditional cartooning techniques to show and tell their story. In both
books the artists dispense almost entirely with récitatifs [textual narration]
on their drawn and painted pages, by inserting a short explanatory text at
the beginning of each chapter, which provides background information on
characters and situates the action with respect to historical events. The artists also use symbolism to denote the hallucinatory, predatory nature of the
war: Moteki watches a tiger walk out of an alleyway in war-torn Saigon to
catch a fleeing rat and then disappear again (47–48; cf. 15–17). The tiger in
Le choix de Hai may remind us of the wild cats in the wartime-era comics
“Bernard Chamblet: En mission au pays jaune” (two tigers) and “Parachutés au Laos” (Kao, the panther).58 However, the animal can symbolize the
wartime violence of French forces as much as that of the Japanese occupiers
and Vietnamese nationalists, because the animal appears just as the French
begin to retake the city (Figure 3.8), indiscriminately rounding up and beating civilians who proclaim their innocence. In similar ways Baloup and Jiro
create viewpoints at once subjective and historical: for example, a mute,
nine-frame sequence composed with black, white and red paint evokes the
assassinations of rival nationalists by the Viet Minh—the framing of the
sequence suggests that Hai is imagining it (28–29). Later, drunk and prey
to intense feelings of anxiety and guilt, Hai sees dragons and soldiers wearing masks, which seem to emerge from the decor of the temple where he is
hiding (60–61). Subsequently, when Thi appears to see a beheaded statue, a
dragon shape and then a crow (75; cf. 67, 69), we cannot help but wonder
whether these are hallucinations too. In any case they symbolize the death
and destruction afoot in the city. Another sequence uses framing to represent the erasure of personal identity within the Communist party. On a ninepanel page, where Communists decide to test Thi’s commitment to them by
asking her to kill her former leader, Hai, the only face that we see in its

Figure 3.7: Thi Mung and Moteki look on in horror as Hai, a former Trotskyist leader, turns over a booby-trapped body in Saigon, which French colonial forces are retaking after the Japanese defeat in the Second World War. From Clément Baloup (script) and Mathieu Jiro (art), Chính Tri, vol. 2: Le choix de Hai [Politics: Hai’s Choice] (Paris: Le Seuil, 2007), p. 91. © Clément
Baloup, Mathieu Jiro and Le Seuil.

Figure 3.8: Communist and nationalist Vietnamese guerillas fight French forces retaking control of Saigon in September 1945 and brutalizing civilians as they do so. From Clément Baloup
(script) and Mathieu Jiro (art), Chính Tri, vol. 2: Le choix de Hai [Politics: Hai’s Choice] (Paris: Le Seuil, 2007), p. 50. © Clément Baloup, Mathieu Jiro and Le Seuil.
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entirety is Thi’s. All the others are amputated at the top or framed from an
angle that prevents us from seeing them, suggesting a reified violence (36).
The willingness of the Communists to dehumanize and crush their nationalist rivals, even when they share similar goals and beliefs (the Vietnamese
Trotskyists), is symbolized on the page by a man’s foot crushing an insect
at the same time that a Communist leader asks Thi to find and help destroy
Hai, as “un agent du fascisme” [an agent of fascism]—the language suggests
the ideologically motivated squashing of Hai’s political identity.
In La concubine rouge (2012), Baloup and Jiro return to the Indochinese
War, this time reworking various figures seen in earlier works too, including
the French Communist who sympathizes with the Vietnamese independence
cause (15–17, 61–64, 78–83), the Vietnamese-French métis as a liminal figure relegated to a subaltern position by the French (21, 34, 103–4), and the
eponymous Communist “red concubine” who seduces a French officer in
an isolated and besieged military outpost (cf. Bucquoy and Sels 1990). In
this work the mixed couple composed of a Vietnamese Communist woman
and a French soldier who sympathizes with the Vietnamese independence
movement is of short duration and produces no children. Their separation
foreshadows the French withdrawal from Vietnam. The physical and moral
disfiguration of a ruthless métis soldier in the French army represents the
colonial influence as a perverse one. By contrast, as we have seen in Les
oubliés d’Annam, but also in Dans la nuit la liberté nous écoute (Le Roy
2011), the mixed couple composed of a French rallié and a Vietnamese
woman produces a daughter who moves to France, symbolizing a positive
post-colonial connection.
In other works, Baloup too investigates post-colonial connections
between France and Vietnam. In his Un automne à Hànôi [An Autumn in
Hanoi] (2004), about his internship at the fine arts school of Hanoi, and
Quitter Saigon: Mémoires de Viet Kieu [Leaving Saigon: Memories of Viet
Kieu] (2006, 2010), where he retells the stories of Vietnamese exiles and
expatriates in France (including his own father), he applies similar colors
and composition techniques. He uses color expressively: for example, dramatic reds—in single, final panels that follow a series of panels in drab colors—accentuate the violence of a young girl killing a helpless chick (Baloup
2004: 11), or of Americans leaving behind their panic-stricken Vietnamese employees and advisees in April 1975, despite having promised to bring
them along upon withdrawal from the country (Baloup 2006: 23; 2010:
26). These comics, as was the case in Le chemin de Tuan and Le choix de
Hai, give us the perspective of Vietnamese or French-Vietnamese protagonists, including Baloup himself, through subjective elements such as ocularization, where the reader is put in the viewing position of a character (cf.
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Miller 2007: 91–94). For example, when an American soldier pledges to
remain faithful to his protégés, Baloup presents him looking straight at the
reader-viewer, and zooms in on his face from one frame to the next—this
places us in the position of the South Vietnamese to whom he makes the
promise, soon to be broken (Figure 3.9). Even if one allows for a difference
in cartooning techniques due to genre and generation, this represents a radical change from colonial-era comics about French Indochina, which consistently gave the perspective of French colonizers.59
Métissage, whether political or ethno-cultural, is a recurring theme in
the comics of Baloup, both his single-authored works and those made with
Jiro. Although in Le chemin de Tuan Hai is alienated by condescending and
racist treatment that he receives in France, in Le choix de Hai he insists on
the French origins of some of his ideas of liberation, when Thi dismisses
all French as cruel (Baloup and Jiro 2007: 58). In the first story of Quitter Saigon: Mémoires de Viet Kieus we see “Marseille” emblazoned on the
bright yellow tee shirt of Baloup (Baloup 2006: 14–15; 2010: 18–19). This
is an hommage to the multicultural city (France’s third largest) that the artist has adopted as his home, and which the opening passages of Le chemin
de Tuan depict in the 1920s, as a colonial port where Vietnamese students
arrive in France (Baloup and Jiro 2005: 14–27; see also McKinney 2011b:
104). In the first story of Quitter Saigon: Mémoires de Viet Kieus, yellow
is a dominant color in the preparation of a Vietnamese dish, “crevettes au
carry” [shrimp curry], that Baloup’s father teaches his son to make in the
frame narrative, just as his own father had taught him in Japanese-occupied
Vietnam, in the embedded story.
Yellow gains another layer of symbolic significance in the third story,
about André, a Vietnamese man now living near Paris: “Enfant, j’étais
blond avec les yeux verts-bleus. Mes parents sont vietnamiens, bruns aux
yeux noirs, mais comme j’ai un grand-père français, les gènes ont dû ressortir” [As a child, I was blond with blue-green eyes. My parents are Vietnamese, dark haired with black eyes, but because I have a French grandfather,
the genes must have come out again] (Baloup 2006: 42; 2010: 44). Yellow
is the color that Baloup paints André’s childhood hair, where it is the only
hue other than the blue-greys and blacks of the embedded narrative—here
it moves from being a marker of Asian identity to serving as a symbol of an
atavistic French identity with an ambivalent status. André explains that his
mother refused to cut his long blond hair, even though he asked her to do
so because other children taunted him (they called him a girl). Other Vietnamese women admired it too: “Les voisines s’extasient sur moi, ressembler
à un occidental est visiblement à la mode” [The neighbor women admire
me. Looking like a westerner is clearly in fashion]. This acceptance and even

Figure 3.9: A Vietnamese man or Viet Kieu now living in France recounts the taking of Saigon by Communist
forces in April 1975: Baloup juxtaposes the promise of an American advisor not to let down his advisees and,
on the right, the anguish of Vietnamese abandoned by the American advisors and soldiers leaving the city in a
panic in helicopters. From Clément Baloup, Quitter Saigon: Mémoires de Viet Kieus [Leaving Saigon: Memories
of Viet Kieus] (Antony: La Boîte à Bulles, 2006), p. 23. © Clément Baloup and La Boîte à Bulles.
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admiration of physical métissage by a Vietnamese family and friends is a far
cry from the dystopian image of colonial-era literature, but fits with the evidence of how ethnically mixed children were actually treated by Vietnamese society (Franchini 1993; Gantès 2006; Saada 2007). By contrast, during
the Second World War, Japanese soldiers occupying Saigon twice attempt
to catch the boy to imprison him, because his blond hair makes them think
that he is not Vietnamese, but white (46–51). Ironically, he must wear a
colonial pith helmet to hide his hair color (Figure 3.10), during his trip out
of occupied Saigon, to safety with relatives in the countryside (52–56). This
provides the cover image of the book. However, it is André’s second departure from Saigon, in 1961 when he is a twenty-one year old university student, that leads to a less superficial form of métissage. His parents send him
away to France to escape the repression of the Diem government (59–62).
Although he does not realize it at the time, this becomes a permanent move,
in part because of the regime change in 1975 (69–70).
The use of color by Baloup, and by Jiro too, is related to aesthetic considerations, ethnic ones (such as métissage) and narrative ones. The cartoonists (2007: 40) cite specific painters in their presentation of Donald, a failed
British painter who is a friend of Hai and resides in France: “L’inspiration
n’étant pas au rendez-vous et la guerre s’approchant à grands pas, Donald
décide d’aller chercher la lumière de la Provence à l’instar de Van Gogh,
Gauguin ou encore Braque qui y ont trouvé l’épanouissement plastique
que l’on sait” [Since inspiration did not come knocking and the war is
approaching with great strides, Donald decides to go look for the light of
Provence, like Van Gogh, Gauguin or Braque, who blossomed there in artistic terms, as we know]. The vibrant hues in the books analyzed here evoke
impressionist and fauvist paintings. Baloup’s beautiful images of flowers
and gardens in Provence form the backdrop—tending towards abstract patterns—for the frame narrative of a story about a political refugee in Quitter
Saigon (2006: 20–21, 37–38; 2010: 23–24, 40–41). They suggest an influence from the European painters cited above (one thinks too of Matisse),
but also recall the tropical luxuriance of Vietnam: Baloup makes a transition from inner to frame narrative via bright red and yellow drawings of
orchids against the otherwise drably colored Communist past recounted by
Baloup’s interviewee. In Le choix de Hai, Baloup and Jiro indirectly point
to another source of artistic inspiration for their work when they refer to
the color schemes of traditional Vietnamese art and the failure of the French
school system to recognize its value (76):
La lumière que cherche Donald pour réveiller son talent est peut-être celle
du sud-est asiatique. Les couleurs saturées et criardes y forment parado-

Figure 3.10: A Vietnamese boy with a French grandfather must hide his blond hair under a colonial helmet as he leaves Saigon, accompanied by his cousin, to avoid capture and
imprisonment by the occupying Japanese army during the Second World War. Here they walk past the French-built city hall. From Clément Baloup, Quitter Saigon: Mémoires de Viet
Kieus [Leaving Saigon: Memories of Viet Kieus] (Antony: La Boîte à Bulles, 2006), p. 53. © Clément Baloup and La Boîte à Bulles.
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xalement une harmonie délicate. L’art traditionnel vietnamien l’a déjà
compris depuis longtemps et tandis que les peintures à la laque brillent de
couleurs incandescentes, les peintures sur soie dégagent une enveloppante
douceur nacrée. Ce qui n’empêche pas l’administration scolaire française
d’écraser l’art traditionnel pour inculquer les standards académiques européens aux Indochinois.
[Perhaps the light that Donald is looking for, to awaken his talent, is that
of Southeast Asia. Saturated and shrill colors paradoxically form a delicate
harmony there. Traditional Vietnamese art understood that long ago, and
while lacquer paintings shine with incandescent colors, paintings on silk
give off an enveloping, pearly softness. That does not prevent the French
school administration from crushing traditional art in order to inculcate
European academic standards in the Indochinese.]

In “Xin Chào” and “L’école, rue Yê’t Kiêu,” the first two stories in Un
automne à Hànôi, Baloup shows himself perfecting his artistic techniques
at the fine arts school of Hanoi. His first work there is a tongue-in-cheek
version of French-Vietnamese art—“‘la condition du touriste’ ou comment
faire du joli avec du vomi” [“the tourist condition” or how to make something pretty with vomit] (4–5): the striking image shows him spewing out
a firey red and bright yellow stream, after having fallen ill upon arriving
in the city. The multi-armed goddess on his head and the dragon on his
stomach give a Vietnamese touch to the drawing. In the second story, he
has trouble learning how to efficiently apply the final layer of lacquer to
his painting, in the traditional Vietnamese way. These elements all point
towards an important truism: that cultural identity and artistic production
are not inherited traits, but instead are learned. It appears that the bright
colors used by both Baloup and Jiro are indebted to this double source of
inspiration, from France and Vietnam. Among European cartoonists, the
Italian artist Lorenzo Mattotti springs to mind as a possible influence on the
cartoonists, for their use of color.
Baloup has also incorporated elements from mangas into his comics: for
example, in one frame he blocks out his eyes with a black cloud to indicate that he is angry or dismayed (2004: 23.6). In another, he represents a
murderer as a demon (31.7).60 Michel Laronde (1993: 183–85) labels the
adoption of North African or Arab cultural or artistic practices by French
of North African background as “neo-orientalism.” The drawback of this
usage of the term is that it carries strong negative connotations of othering and cultural alienation (cf. Said 1994a), despite Laronde’s insistence on
more or less freely chosen cultural hybridity by descendants of groups that
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have been “orientalized” in the past, leading me to reject it here (I use it in
a different way, above, pp. 75–77, 138). On the other hand, the mixing of
artistic influences from East and West certainly has a long lineage in Europe
(MacKenzie 1995). France has historically benefitted from the influx of foreign artists from many countries (e.g., Kaspi and Marès 1989). The comics
of Baloup and Jiro, Truong and Séra are in some ways a continuation of
that mixed artistic heritage. What is new in the comics of French artists of
Southeast Asian background, and their artistic collaborators (here, Jiro), is
both their remixing of specific cultural influences, and their choice to use
their art to reread the history of colonialism and imperialism in the region,
and its impact on France (through immigrants and exiles), in ways far different from the traditional French presentation of l’Indochine française in
comics. This represents a radical break from the past.

Conclusion
We have seen that colonial-era French comics about the Indochinese War
are characterized by their French partisanship: they condemn and caricature the Communist nationalists among the indigenous peoples of French
Indochina and are unremittingly on the side of France’s army and its colonial project. Their colonial manicheism is evident in the racist imagery, slurs
and ideology about Asians that they spread, even in the case of “Parachutés
au Laos,” which presents Méos and other ethnic minorities positively, but
not other Asian groups. As Guillemin (2006: 177) notes, the Japanese are
unremittingly cruel and ugly in the story (cf. Baloup 2006: 44–54; 2010:
47–56), and I have shown how Kao, the panther, expresses an indiscriminate aggression against the Vietnamese. There is a clear break between
those comics and several of the post-colonial ones that we have seen. Some
cartoonists today stand colonial representation on its head: for example,
Grégory Jarry and Otto T., in their mordantly satirical, multi-volume Petite
histoire des colonies françaises [A Short History of the French Colonies]
(2006–11), whose title is borrowed from a 1941 volume by French colonial authority and administrator Robert Delavignette.61 There, French colonialism is no longer the vaunted civilizing mission, but a long history of
rape, massacre and economic exploitation. In their recounting of the French
defeat at Dien Bien Phu (Figure 3.11), they lampoon the colonial comics
image of the French soldier as hero (Jarry and Otto T. 2009: n.p.). In works
as different as Le dragon de bambou (Truong and Leroi 1991), Les oubliés
d’Annam (Lax and Giroud 1990, 1991), Le choix de Hai (Baloup and Jiro
2007), and Quitter Saigon: Mémoires de Viet Kieu (Baloup 2006, 2010),

Figure 3.11: A satirical take on the French soldier as colonial hero: during the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam, parachutist Marcel Bigeard captures a medal,
airdropped by the French, from Vietnamese soldiers hoping to find cans of cassoulet [beans and meat] or bottles of wine. His bravery is duly rewarded. From Grégory Jarry
and Otto T., Petite histoire des colonies françaises, vol. 3: La décolonisation [A Short History of the French Colonies: Decolonization], colors by Lucie Castel and Guillaume
Heurtault (Poitiers: FLBLB, 2009), n.p. © Grégory Jarry, Otto T. and Editions FLBLB.
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we find robust critiques of various foreign imperialisms in Southeast Asia
(French, Japanese and American) that do not always spare anti-colonial figures either, whether French (e.g., the Malraux couple) or Southeast Asian
(e.g., the character Hai and rival Vietnamese nationalists). These activists
are sometimes depicted as ineffectual in their anti-colonial activities and
prone to human failings and contradictions. Some comics, drawn by authors
from France and elsewhere, and published in France, focus on American
imperialist intervention in Southeast Asia, for example, Dutch cartoonist
Jack Staller published Après la guerre [After the War] (1993), which features Viet Minh agents, American soldiers and intelligence officers, and a
disabused French officer, and ends with the French bombing of Haïphong in
1946 (cf. Benot 2001: 97–113). Spanish cartoonist Manfred Sommer drew
Viet-Song (1989), featuring an American reporter who witnesses the crimes
of both American and Viet Minh soldiers. And “Le meurtrier de Hùng”
[“The Murderer of Hung”] a comic scripted by Dominique Grange (1985,
1991), drawn by Jacques Tardi and first published in 1982 in a special issue
of L’écho des savanes [The Echo of the Savannahs] on New York, recounts
the aftermath of the Vietnam War as a post-war search by a Vietnamese
woman immigrant in New York for the American soldier who raped her
and killed Hùng, her infant son. Comics in French sometimes also incorporate critiques of the post-imperialist regimes in Vietnam and Cambodia,
including regime-mandated artistic models and policies (Baloup 2004: 6).
The multi-volume depiction by Séra (1995, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2011) of the
Khmer Rouge genocide, its prelude and aftermath, constitutes one of the
most extensive and artistically accomplished of these representations (other
work by him also evokes the genocide and Western imperialism in Cambodia, through violence and the uncanny; e.g., Séra and Saimbert [2001–3]).
Le dragon vert [The Green Dragon] (Wasterlain 1987), serialized in 1982,
contains one of the earliest critical depictions of Pol Pot, renamed Pô Potte,
and his criminal regime (cf. Douvry 1991: 72–73).
The interest in autochtonous ethnic minorities found in “Parachutés au
Laos” (Verdon and Perrin-Houdon 1951–52) recurs in comics produced
decades after the French defeat: Le dragon de bambou (Truong and Leroi
1991), L’ombre du triangle (Christin and Aymond 1999), Piège en forêt
Moï [Trap in the Moï Forest] (Bartoll and Coyère 2007) and Le temple de
l’épouvante (Chapelle, Marniquet and Chanoinat 2009). These groups continue to serve in French comics as a source of cultural marginality, exotic
local color and connection with nature, but also as potential allies of outsiders. Baloup provides a fascinating, critical twist on this motif in Un automne
à Hànôi (2004: 30–35), by representing the government requirement for
Vietnamese art students to visit ethnic minorities once a year, “pour mettre
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en valeur la campagne et la diversité culturelle du pays” [to give importance
to the countryside and the cultural diversity of the country] (30), as producing a nightmarish trip for Hoa, a Vietnamese art student. She comes face to
face in the highland forest with a local sexual predator and murderer, who
is also the local official of the Communist party. By contrast, in Little Saigon: Mémoires de Viet Kieu (Baloup 2012: 161–63), the hatred of a Moï
man for the Communist regime leads him to help two women escape from a
prison camp and back to Saigon.
Colonial-era eroticism is another type of fascination with French Indochina that links present-day comics and the colonial era. However, this
time the connection is not so much with comics from the past, which were
aimed at young readers and—we have seen—sometimes published by the
Catholic church, but instead with other aspects of colonial culture, including songs (Ruscio 2001; Liauzu and Liauzu 2002), prose fiction (cf. Ruscio
1996: 9–38; 431–592) and caricature (Joyeux 1912; Vann and Montague
2008; Vann 2009). With the post-1968 relaxing of censorship on comics,
and the creation of a market for comics with adult themes—even when they
are read by adolescents—there has been an importing of colonial-era eroticism into comics about French Indochina. This means that the theme of the
Indochinese mistress or congaï of Frenchmen has made a strong comeback,
but now in comics about French Indochina. Others depict amorous or sexual relations between, on the one hand, Southeast Asian or métis men and,
on the other hand, French women: for example, Marcel Clément-Rivière
and Yvonne Beauprée in Le dragon de bambou; or, in Le chemin de Tuan
(2005), Hai and a French woman whom he meets in a jazz club called La
Boîte Nègre [The Negro Club] in Paris (62–73), and Tuan with a French
prostitute in Marseille (22–26).
Curiously, the parents of French-Vietnamese offspring are glaringly
absent from most of the comics by Truong and Baloup, despite the presence
of métis offspring of mixed couples—for example, Baloup (2006: 16; 2010:
20) ends the first story of Quitter Saigon: Mémoires de Viet Kieus with the
following words, spoken by his father: “Une fois guéri je suis parti chercher
du travail à Paris. Et j’y ai rencontré ta mère. . . . Enfin ça, c’est une autre
histoire” [When I was well again I went to find work in Paris. And there I
met your mother. . . . Well, that’s another story]. It is as though the mixed
couple, still so much part of the exotic décor of comics about France’s relation to Indochina, were too private a matter to be shared with outsiders,
when it directly concerns the authors of semi-autobiographical comics. This
may constitute a form of resistance to the exoticizing, orientalizing gaze that
still exists in French culture and comics, and to the language of empire that
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often figured the relationship of the French métropole [metropolis] to its
colonies in terms of couples (Ross 1996: 123–26).
A sub-genre of contemporary comics about post-independence Vietnam
and Cambodia mixes tourist travel narrative and reportage, often expressed
in exotic, erotic and feminized terms, with references to the French colonial
past, sometimes in ironic terms: Livre vert: Vietnam [Green Book: Vietnam],
by Swiss cartoonist Wazem (1997), Les fantômes de Hanoï [The Phantoms
of Hanoi] (Gorridge 2006), by a Frenchman who teaches cartooning in
Angoulême, and Yêu Yêu Saigon, by Belgian cartoonist Eco (2009).62 The
eroticism, exoticism, colonial nostalgia and post-colonial irony of some
of these works are also found in many French comics about Algeria, but
a significant difference between the two groups is that French comics on
Algeria are usually set in colonial times. The rare exceptions recounting a
post-colonial trip to Algeria are not usually by cartoonists as ordinary tourists, as one can find for Southeast Asia, but instead by those of Pied-Noir63
or Algerian heritage making a kind of pilgrimage or return, in the sense
that Fernando Ainsa (1982) describes for the offspring of immigrants: for
example, in Gags à l’harissa [Hot Sauce Jokes] (Boudjellal 1989), Les Slimani [The Slimani] (Boudjellal 2003), Retours à Alger [Returns to Algiers]
(Ferrandez 2006) and D’Algérie [About/From Algeria] (Morvandiau 2007).
As I noted in the introduction to this chapter, French cartoonists of Southeast Asian heritage—including Séra, Baloup and Tian—have made similar
returns.
In the introduction to this chapter I mentioned the absence of a large
settler community forced to move from Southeast Asia to France at the end
of the colonial period, compared to the Pieds-Noirs for Algeria, and the
consequent absence of cartoonists from French settler families in Indochina.
As a result the French-Indochinese colonial affrontier in and around comics is generally less hardened, conflictual (fewer affrontements [confrontations]) and polarized than the French-Algerian one is in terms of nationalist
and ethnic positions, for example between an unapologetically pro-FrenchAlgeria stance right after the war (Coral 1962, 1964) or much more recently
(Joyaux-Brédy and Joux, ca. 1993–98) and, on the other hand, a resolutely
pro-independence and anti-French one, as in comics about the Algerian
War published by Algerian cartoonists in the 1970s and 1980s (cf. McKinney 2007a, 2008c). Nor are there works about Indochina by cartoonists
of colonial settler heritage who might both recognize the legitimacy of the
anti-colonial struggle for independence and try to negotiate between settler and indigenous positions along the colonial affrontier, as do Ferrandez,
Mérezette, Sibran, Sfar and Morvandiau for the French-Algerian encoun-
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ter. The affrontier is therefore generally less complex for Indochina than
for Algeria in terms of ethnic texture and the range of positions on colonial society taken by artists. Some French cartoonists continue to exploit
and recirculate colonial clichés about l’Indochine. However, an increasing
number of books, especially those (co-)authored by cartoonists of Southeast Asian heritage, but also some by ethnic mainstream French cartoonists,
provide a rich and fascinating reevaluation of that historical and cultural
heritage.

